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ABSTRACT
The research presented in this thesis is concerned with the flow behaviour of two-phase,
liquid-liquid, oil-water flow through horizontal pipes. The test liquids used were oil
(density 828kg/rn 3, viscosity 6x iO 3 Pa s) and water, with experiments carried out in a
purpose built test facility with a stainless steel pipe (internal dia. 38mm, length 8m).
Visual observation of the flow was possible at low mixture velocities through a lm
transparent pipe at the end of the test section. At higher mixture velocities local probes
were used for flow pattern identification. These local probes were a conductivity probe
for identifying the continuous phase, and a high frequency impedance probe for
measuring local phase distribution. A dual sensor impedance probe was also developed
for measuring local drop velocity and also the drop chord length distributions. Pressure
gradient was also measured using a differential pressure transducer, and in-situ phase
fractions were obtained using Quick Closing Valves.
Experimental results show that the dual continuous flow regime, where both
phases retain their continuity while there is mixing at the interface, dominates at all
input oil fractions at low mixture velocities and intermediate oil fractions at high
mixture velocities. In general the pressure drop of the two-phase mixture is lower than
that of single phase oil. At higher mixture velocities a minimum in pressure gradient
appeared at high oil fractions perhaps as a combination of the drag reduction
phenomenon and the relative fraction of the oil and water layers in the pipe. At the
highest mixture velocity this minimum was at the boundary of fully dispersed oil
continuous flow with dual continuous flow. Velocity ratios are shown to increase with
increasing oil fraction at low mixture velocities, with this trend reversing at high mixture
velocities. These trends in the pressure gradient and velocity ratio can be explained
using the phase distribution diagrams, with the interfacial curvature greatly affecting
velocity ratio. Local chord length data shows that, in general, drop sizes decrease with
increasing distance from the interface and that oil drops tend to be slightly larger than
water drops. Mixture velocity did not significantly affect the drop size of either phase in
dual continuous flow. A modified version of the two-fluid model was suggested for dual
continuous flow that treats the upper and lower layers as dispersions and uses
experimental entrainment to calculate their properties. Better predictions were obtained
when friction factors that accounted for the drag reduction phenomenon were used to
calculate wall shear stresses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Two-phase flows, liquid-liquid or gas-liquid, occur in many applications in the
process industries. Gas-liquid flows occur in distillation columns, two-phase reactors
and heat exchangers, while liquid-liquid flows occur in emulsifiers, two-phase
reactors with immiscible liquid catalysts and in the petroleum industry. It is this
latter case that this thesis is concerned with. During the production of crude oil, it is
often the case that oil is brought to the surface with quantities of natural gas and
water. The study of two-phase liquid-liquid systems can also offer insight into the
more complex three or four phase flows.
In previous years gas-liquid flows have been the focus of much attention, mainly
driven by the nuclear industry where steam-water flow occurs in cooling systems.
This research has produced large data banks for many different system conditions,
and led to the development of flow pattern boundary and pressure gradient predictive
models. Some of the earliest liquid-liquid flow research was carried out in the early
1960s when it was hoped that the addition of water to single phase oil would help
reduce pressure gradient (Charles et al., 1961). The interest increased again in the
1990s with the need to improve the predictive models for pressure gradient and hold-
up in multiphase pipelines. These models required that the oil and water cannot be
simply assumed as one homogeneous mixture and that the details of the flow pattern
must be considered in determining the mixture behaviour.
As the two liquids flow through a horizontal pipe, different flow patterns can occur
depending on the mixture velocity and phase fractions. At low mixture velocities the
two phases flow separately with the less dense phase flowing at the top of the pipe.
This type of flow is called separated flow. As the mixture velocity increases droplets
of each phase start to form in the continuum of the other phase resulting in mixing at
the interface. As the mixture velocity increases further the degree of interfacial
dispersion increases until it reaches the top or bottom of the pipe. Finally at the
highest mixture velocities one phase becomes completely dispersed within the other.
This flow pattern is called dispersed flow. The focus of this thesis is on the partially
dispersed flow pattern, which falls between totally separated flow and fully dispersed
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flow. This flow pattern has been called dual continuous flow as each phase retains its
continuity at the top and bottom of the pipe but with some of the opposite phase
dispersed in it. Investigators have identified different flow patterns depending on the
degree of entrainment of one phase into the other, without, however, providing any
quantitative criteria on how to differentiate between them. In order to avoid further
ambiguity, the patterns where both phases form continuous layers at the top and
bottom of the pipe, separated by an interface, and also contain drops of the opposite
phase at various concentrations are classified in this research as dual continuous
flow. Any further subdivision would depend on detailed knowledge of the degree
and height of dispersed of one phase into the other, which may be difficult to obtain.
1.1 Objectives
The aim of this project was to investigate in detail the dual continuous pattern in
horizontal liquid-liquid flows and to use the experimental data in the development
and validation of a model for the prediction of pressure gradient and hold-up that is
based on the two-fluid model but takes into account the particular characteristics
(combination of separated and dispersed flows) of this flow. In particular the
objectives were:
• To identify the boundaries of the dual continuous flow pattern on the
experimental system used.
• To investigate the variation of overall flow parameters such as pressure gradient
and hold-up with the change in operational conditions.
• To investigate the variation of local flow parameters such as phase and drop size
distribution with changes in the operational conditions.
• To develop a predictive model for pressure gradient and hold-up based on the
two-fluid model.
• To develop instrumentation for the measurement of the local parameters such as
drop size and local phase fractions.
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1.2 Thesis Structure
The thesis is divided into five main parts. The first part, Chapter 2, gives descriptions
of previous research carried out with two-phase, liquid-liquid horizontal flow and
reports the results obtained. The section also reports previous research carried out
into drop formation and some of the governing equations suggested by previous
researchers. A brief reference is also made to some of the models suggested to
predict the pressure gradient and hold-up behaviour of two-phase horizontal flows.
Chapter 3 gives a detailed description of the pilot scale facility and the
instrumentation used in the experimental work. Emphasis is given on the probes that
were developed as part of this study. The methods used for data processing and
analysis are also described.
Chapters 4 and 5 present the experimental results obtained and their comparisons
with existing models and available literature data. In particular Chapter 4 presents
the findings on the overall flow parameters such as flow pattern boundaries, pressure
gradient and hold-up. The phase distribution data from the local impedance probe
helped to identify the flow patterns and also explain the trends in pressure gradient
and velocity ratio.
Chapter 5 presents the results on drop size. These are unique data as drop size and
concentration during dual continuous fully dispersed flow are given as a function of
vertical height in the pipe.
In Chapter 6 the development of the two-fluid model with entrainment is presented,
This is based on the two-fluid model but the entrainment of one phase into the other
is also taken into account, the effect of interface curvature on predicted pressure
gradient and hold-up is also examined. The model predictions are compared with the
experimental data obtained in this study.
The final Chapter 7 summarises the conclusions of this work and proposes
recommendations for future work.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Liquid - Liquid Flows
The flow of two immiscible liquids can occur in many chemical industries, but it is
most prevalent in the petrochemical industry where it is often the case that oil and
water are pumped from the wells and transported together before they are separated.
It is, therefore, necessary to understand how the different flow patterns form so that
accurate predictions of the flow regime boundaries can be made and their
characteristics can be taken into account in the design of the process. The literature
on liquid-liquid flow is rather limited when compared to gas-liquid flow, and
differences between the two systems in density ratio, viscosity ratio, and surface and
interfacial phenomena mean that results from gas-liquid systems cannot be directly
transferred to liquid-liquid ones. The density ratio for liquid-liquid flow systems is
lower than that found in gas-liquid flows, and therefore the separation of the two
phases due to gravity is much slower. Viscosity ratio for liquid-liquid flows is also
lower than that for gas-liquid flows, and can vary significantly due to the large
differences in the liquids used industrially. Normally it lies in the range of O.3-lO
compared to 102 for gas-liquid flow (Valle, 2000). The result of this difference in
viscosity ratio is that the dispersion of the drops of one phase in the other, the drag
between the phases, and the slip velocities of the two phases are different from those
found in gas-liquid flows. Lastly the interactions between the two liquids, with
respect to interfacial tension and the wetting properties of the pipe material, mean
that interfacial phenomena are more complex compared to gas-liquid systems.
Due to the large differences in the test fluids used in liquid-liquid experimental
studies it is difficult to draw any definitive rules for flow pattern boundaries and
properties from the literature. However attempts have been made to construct a
general two-phase liquid-liquid flow pattern map, but it has not been rigorously
tested due to the limited amount of data available (Brauner and Moalem Maron,
1991).
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The flow patterns that have been reported for co-current liquid-liquid flows are
subdivided into three main categories for the purposes of the current work. Each of
these three groups can be further divided into a number of sub-categories. Since most
of the research into flow patterns has been done using measuring techniques based
on visual observation, the boundaries of the flow regime changes can be rather
objective. The names given to each of the flow regimes also differ between
investigators. The three main categories used here are separated flow, dual
continuous and dispersed flow. In separated flow both liquids retain their continuity
at the top and bottom of the pipe. It consists of stratified flow (ST), where the oil
flows above the water and the interface between the two liquids is smooth; and
stratified wavy flow (SW) where the flow is still stratified but the interface has large
amplitude waves. Dual continuous flow is any flow pattern where both phases
remain continuous, but there is a degree of dispersion of one phase into the other.
This flow pattern is divided into a number of sub-categories. At the lowest mixture
velocities, where there are few drops around the interface, the flow pattern is
stratified with mixing at the interface (ST & Ml). As the flowrates increase further
this interfacial mixing increases giving a thick dispersed interface referred to as
three-layer flow by Angeli (1996). The maximum limit of the dual continuous flow
is when the dispersion is distributed throughout the opposite phase forming a
dispersion of oil in water and a dispersion of water in oil (Dw/o & Do/w). Core-
annular flow is also considered a dual continuous flow as both phases still retain
continuity while there is entrainment of each phase in the other. In dispersed flow
one phase is completely dispersed into the other, with either the water or the oil
phase being continuous. In the water continuous flow patterns there can either be a
complete oil in water dispersion (o/w), or a dispersion of oil in water with a layer of
water flowing at the bottom of the pipe (Do/w & w). For the oil continuous flow the
possible flow patterns are a complete dispersion of water in oil (wlo), or a dispersion
of water in oil with an oil layer (Dw/o & o). Diagrams of the flow pattern identified
by Trallero (1995) are shown in Fig. 2.1.
Flow pattern maps have been suggested by most researchers (Charles et aL, 1961;
Guzhov et aL, 1973; Trallero, 1995; Angeli, 1996). The flow pattern boundaries tend
to be quite specific for the liquids and test facilities used, and examples are shown in
Fig. 2.2 (Charles et a!., 1961) and Fig. 2.3 (Guzhov et a!., 1973).
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To date most investigations have concentrated on pressure gradient and in-situ hold-
up measurements. In-situ hold-up is a result of the difference in the average
velocities of the two phases and is expressed as the ratio of oil to water velocity, S.
As a result of this velocity difference, input and in-situ phase fractions are different,
and the velocity ratio, S, can be found by;
input oil volume fraction/input water volume fraction 	 US=	 =.._!..	 (21)in - situ oil volume fraction/in - situ water volume fraction U
If the oil phase is flowing faster than the water phase, S is greater than 1, and if the
water phase is flowing faster then S is less than 1. This difference in average velocity
can be caused by differences in velocity profile resulting from viscosity differences,
or differences in the wall contact area of each phase arising from interfacial and wall
wettability phenomena.
2.1.1 Separated flow
Separated flow, when the two liquids flow in layers on top and below each other
according to their densities, occurs at the lower flowrates. At these flowrates tie
flow is gravity dominated. At very low flowrates the interface is smooth and well
defined. As the flowrates increase the interface develops long waves which are
reported to be approximately twice the pipe diameter (Valle, 1998). As the flowrates
increase further, droplets of either oil or water start to appear in the opposite liquid
and the transition to the dual continuous flow pattern is initiated. Although it has not
been quantified without other parameters changing, it has been qualitatively
observed that as the density difference between the two liquids increases, the
stratified flow region extends to increased flowrates (Valle, 2000).
Pressure gradient studies associated with this flow pattern are quite limited as most
research has been carried out at mixture velocities where there is some degree of
dispersion (ST & MIT). Guzhov et al. (1973) found that the pressure gradient
decreased steadily from the single phase oil value towards the single phase water
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value. Valle and Kvandal (1995) and Trallero (1995) also found a similar trend for
the pressure gradient.
The experimental data from the literature on hold-up and slip between the two
phases is even more scarce. Only Traliero (1995) shows any data for ST or SW flow.
The few points available show that S is less than 1 indicating that the water is the
faster flowing phase, and that S increases with increasing oil fraction. The data
available only goes up to 50% input oil concentration with all values of S being less
than 1.
Despite the very few experimental data for stratified flow, some research has been
carried out on the modelling of this pattern using Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD). Due to the nature of the flow occurring at low mixture velocities, CFD
simulations for laminar-laminar flow are relatively straightforward (Charles and
Redberger, 1962; Kurban, 1997). Fig. 2.4 shows the velocity profile for a two-phase
liquid-liquid system where the lower water phase is clearly travelling faster than the
upper oil phase, resulting in an S value of 0.5 (Ng, 2002).
The interface shape is also an important factor of the flow behaviour. The interface
can either curve up or down depending on the fluids used and the wall wetting
properties. Valle and Kvandal (1995) have observed experimentally this
phenomenon, and depending on the physical system involved the effect on the
pressure gradient and hold-up can be substantial (Brauner et al., 1995, 1998; Ng,
2002).
2.1.2 Dual Continuous Flow
At intermediate mixture velocities a combination of both separated and dispersed
flow patterns can appear, where both fluids maintain their continuity on top and
bottom of the pipe respectively, but there is a dispersion of one phase into the other
at various degrees. Investigators have identified different flow patterns depending on
the degree of entrainment of one phase into the other, without, however, providing
any qualitative criteria on how to differentiate between them. In order to avoid
further ambiguity, the patterns where both phases are continuous while there is
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entrainment of one phase into the other are classified in this work as dual continuous
flow. Any further subdivisions would depend on detailed knowledge of the degree of
dispersion and height of dispersion layer within each phase, which is difficult to
obtain. Dual continuous flow appears to be very common for a wide range of
mixture velocities and input oil volume fractions especially with low viscosity oils.
It was observed by Russell et al. (1959) and Guzhov et al. (1973) that the presence of
a layer of water below the oil layer causes the oil layer to move into a turbulent flow
regime at lower velocities than it would if it were flowing through the pipe alone.
During the early stages of this transition from stratified flow the oil moves along the
pipe above the water with a slightly wavy interface. As the velocities increase
vortices develop at the interface due to shear forces causing small droplets of each
phase to appear in the other phase. Droplets could be formed by the relative
movement of the two phases which causes vortices that penetrate the interface
boundary (Guzhov et al., 1973). Once a droplet has formed in the opposing phase it
is subjected to inertial forces which try to disperse it evenly throughout the cross
section of the pipe, and gravitational forces which tend to return it to its original
phase. As the flowrates increase the inertial forces increase and the dispersion of
droplets throughout the pipe increases. A generalised version of the Kelvin-Hemoltz
instability equation may be able to predict the onset of droplet formation, with the
instability arising from the different relative velocities caused by the waves or from
large differences in viscosity across the interface. The instability can be great enough
even for small shear velocities in laminar flow (Valle 1998). The degree of
dispersion of either the oil in water or water in oil can be increased when the
interface height is located near the top or bottom of the pipe respectively (Valle and
Kvandal, 1995) due to the greater differences in velocities of the two phases
resulting in higher shear forces. Oglesby (1979) and Arirachakaran et al. (1989)
noted that at the lowest velocities for this type of flow, a thin film of water forms an
annulus around the pipe wall with an oil continuous dispersion flowing in the
middle. If the situation was reversed and the water was in low concentrations the oil
would probably not form an annulus, due to the wetting properties of the transparent
glass section used in the above experiments (ValIe, 1998).
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The defined interface has allowed experimental and theoretical investigations of
stratified flows (Brauner and Moalem Mason, 1989; Kurban, 1997; Ng et al., 2001),
while dispersed flow studies (Hinze, 1955; Karabelas, 1978; Angeli and Hewitt,
2000a) have benefited from the extensive work on liquid-liquid dispersions formed
in stirred tanks, which offers insight on the mechanism of drop formation and
emulsion viscosity. In contrast, little experimental information is available for the
dual continuous flow pattern, documenting mainly its boundaries.
Table 2.1 summarises the previous experimental studies on dual continuous flow,
along with the names given by the various investigators to patterns that can be
classified as dual continuous flow. Guzhov et al. (1973) identified in their study an
emulsion of water/oil and oil/water (DoIw & Dw/o), a separate flow with a thick
layer of emulsion at the interface with a lower layer of water and a separate flow
with a thick layer of emulsion at the interface with a lower layer of dilute emulsion,
which are understood to be dual continuous flow (Fig. 2.3). Cox (1985) and Scott
(1985) found that departure from stratified wavy flow and onset of droplet formation
at the interface, which signified the start of stratified bubble flow (equivalent to dual
continuous flow), was marked by a decrease in the interfacial wave amplitude.
Although the same flow system and fluids were used by both investigators, there
were slight differences on the stratified/stratified bubble flow boundary at the lower
oil fractions. This is a good example of the ambiguous nature of flow pattern
classification by visual observation. In all cases of dual continuous flow these
investigators found that the velocity ratio (defined as the ratio of the in-situ oil to
water velocity) was less than 1, indicating that the water phase is flowing faster than
the oil phase (Cox, 1985; Scott, 1985). Investigations at the University of Tulsa
documented a dispersion of water in oil and oil in water (Dw/o & Do/w) at higher
velocities as well as a stratified with mixing at the interface (ST & Ml) pattern at
lower velocities, both of which can be classified as dual continuous flow
(Malinowski, 1975; Laflin and Oglesby, 1976; Oglesby, 1979; Trallero, 1995).
Trallero (1995), from an extensive flow pattern study, reported that, within ST & MI
flow, as the mixture velocity increased the amount of each phase dispersed into the
other also increased and became more uniformly distributed into the opposite phase.
Visual observations revealed drop sizes between 1-12mm in diameter for ST & MI,
decreasing to 2-3mm for Dw/o & Do/w flow. With the addition of water during ST
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& MI flow, pressure gradient was found to decrease, while during Dw/o & Do/w
flow, apart from some initial fluctuations, pressure gradient did not vary
significantly. In nearly all cases of dual continuous flows, velocity ratios were less
than 1, with the value increasing with increasing input oil fractions. Valle and
Kvandal (1995) studied flow patterns in detail with the use of wall mounted
conductivity probes and a sampling tube and observed entrainment of one phase into
the other and onset of the stratified wavy-entrained pattern at mixture velocity of
about 0.85m/s. At high and low input oil fractions a stratified wavy with highly
dispersed water zone and moderate dispersed oil zone pattern and a stratified wavy
with highly dispersed oil zone and moderate dispersed water zone pattern were
observed respectively. These patterns can be considered as dual continuous flow,
since both phases retained their continuity. Pressure gradient decreased with the
addition of water until it reached a minimum at about 60% input water concentration
and then increased again. Valle and Utvik (1997) in subsequent studies observed that
the velocity ratio was generally less than 1, and increased with increasing input oil
fraction. From the flow patterns observed by Nädler and Mewes (1997) the layers of
water-in-oil dispersion and water and the layers of water in oil and oil in water
dispersion and water as well as a stratified flow with mixing at the interface at lower
mixture velocities, can be considered as dual continuous flow (Figs. 2.5 and 2.6).
The patterns identified by Vedapuri et al. (1997) can also be considered as dual
continuous flow. These investigators divided them into two categories depending on
the height of the dispersed layer between the clear oil and water phases, which they
obtained with a sampling probe. As the thickness of the dispersed layer increased,
flow changed from semi-segregated to semi-mixed. When a high viscosity oil
(9OmPa s) was used instead of a low viscosity one (2mPa s), mixing was less intense.
Angeli and Hewitt (2000b) found that both a three-layer (with both phases
continuous and entrainment of one phase into the other) and a stratified wavy with
drops flow patterns appeared in a steel test section at lower mixture velocities than in
an acrylic test section with the same internal diameter. In the steel test section, two-
phase pressure gradient during dual continuous flow was higher than that of single
phase oil or water, while in the acrylic test section it was lower than the single phase
values (Angeli, 1996). Similar observations were also made by Soleimani (1999)
who, in the same experimental set-up, found that velocity ratio during dual
continuous flow remained above 1.
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From Table 2.1 it appears that high viscosity oils cause the dual continuous pattern
to extend to lower mixture velocities. There is not a systematic effect of the pipe
diameter on the boundaries of dual continuous flow; this cannot be conclusive,
however, given the small range of diameters used and the variation of the other flow
parameters at the same time.
2.1.3 Dispersed Flow
The third type of flow pattern, dispersed flow, has been studied in greater depth.
During dispersed flow either phase can be continuous with the other phase in the
form of entrained drops. There is usually a vertical concentration gradient of droplets
due to gravity, and only at very high velocities or in stable emulsions can this be
overcome by the dynamic, inertial forces and the dispersion become homogeneous.
Drop size distribution across the pipe is a function of fluid properties, superficial
velocities, pipeline configuration, and pipe length (Hinze, 1955; Collins and
Knudsen, 1970; Sevik et al., 1973; Karabelas, 1978; Hanzevack and Demetriou,
1989). Due to this vertical concentration gradient of the dispersed phase a number of
sub-catagories of dispersed flow have been reported (Guzhov, 1973; Trallero, 1995;
Nädler and Mewes, 1995). At the highest mixture velocities the dispersed phase is
uniformly distributed throughout the continuous phase giving rise to either a
dispersion of oil in water, or a dispersion of water in oil. If the mixture velocity is
insufficiently high a clear layer of water can form at the bottom of the pipe. This
flow pattern has been described as a dispersion of oil in water with a clear water
layer (Do/w & w) (Fig. 2.1) (Guzhov et al., 1973; Trallero, 1995).
Pressure gradient associated with dispersed flow is quite complicated due to the
nature of dispersions. From rheological studies it has been shown that the relative
viscosity increases as the fraction of the dispersed phase increases. For a particular
mixture velocity a peak in the pressure gradient would appear at increasing dispersed
phase fraction at the phase inversion point, defined as the phase fraction at which the
phase that was continuous becomes the dispersed phase, and the dispersed phase
becomes the continuous phase (Arirachakaran et al., 1989, Angeli and Hewitt, 1998).
Pal (1986) experimented with stable emulsions in laminar flow and also found a
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peak in pressure gradient at inversion point. In turbulent flow with unstable
dispersions however, pressure gradient and viscosity was found to be lower in oil
continuous dispersions compared to single phase oil, a phenomenon now referred to
as drag reduction (Angeli, 1996). The degree of drag reduction increased with an
increasing water concentration in the oil. Soleimani et a!. (1997), also observed a
decrease in pressure gradient when water was fully dispersed in oil, except for the
phase fractions close to phase inversion where a large narrow peak appeared (Fig.
2.7). Turbulent, unstable, water continuous dispersions also show drag reduction
with increasing oil volume fraction but to a lesser degree (Pal, 1993). However,
results by Kvandal and Søntvedt (1995) and Valle and Utvik (1997) showed that
pressure gradient in oil continuous stable emulsions increased with increasing
dispersed water fraction, not only in laminar, but also in turbulent flow regimes.
Pressure gradient peaks have also been observed during other flow pattern
transitions. Guzhov et al. (1973) found that at intermediate mixture velocities (0.9-
7.6m/s) the pressure drop gives a small peak as the oil concentration is increased to
approximately 40% of the mixture volume (Fig. 2.8). This pressure gradient peak
marks the boundary of a dispersion of oil in water and water (Do/w & w) to a pattern
of stratified flow with mixing at the interface (ST & Ml). After a decrease in the
pressure gradient back down to a level comparable to the single phase water, a
second, much larger pressure gradient peak is observed at around 85% oil fraction.
This peak corresponds to the flow pattern transition from ST & MT to a dispersion of
water in oil, over oil in water (Do/w & Dw/o). For higher flowrates the transition
between Do/w & Dw/o and fully dispersed flow (wlo) is marked by another pressure
gradient peak. A similar increase in pressure gradient was also observed by Nädler
and Mewes (1995) during the transition between the Do/w and Do/w & Dw/o, and
between Do/w & Dw/o to Dw/o.
Slip ratio in dispersed flow can be different from that found in stratified and dual
continuous flow. For Do/w & w flows the only data available are those by Trallero
(1995) who suggested that the only differences in velocities between the two phases
are due to the increase in interfacial drag, and drag from the continuous phase on the
drops. The mean oil velocities were found to be slightly higher than the water
velocities. For a fully dispersed flow pattern the data obtained by Angeli (1996)
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indicate a higher mean velocity for the dispersed oil phase than the continuous water
phase. However, local measurements of drop distribution show that there was a
higher concentration of drops in the high velocity pipe core which may explain the
findings. Valle and Utvik (1997) also found higher mean cross sectional velocities
for dispersed water droplets than the continuous oil phase with the slip ratio
indicated a greater difference in velocities at high flowrates. In contrast to the above
findings, Charles et a!. (1961) and Trallero (1995) presented some data where the
dispersed phase was slightly slower than the continuous phase. However, no
information on the drop distribution was given. Clearly more measurements need to
be carried out before a general conclusion can be drawn.
It should be noted that the properties of the pipe material can have a dramatic effect
on the observed flow patterns and pressure drop. Angeli and Hewitt (1998)
conducted experiments comparing the flow behaviour of oil and water mixtures
through stainless steel and acrylic resin pipes. Pressure gradient in the steel pipe was
found to be higher than in the acrylic pipe, and that the difference was higher than
pipe roughness could account for. Later work (Angeli and Hewitt, 2000) showed that
flow patterns were also affected by the pipe wall material, with flow patterns in the
steel pipe being more dispersed than in the acrylic pipe for similar flow conditions.
2.1.4 Phase Inversion
Phase inversion is characterised as the phenomenon where the continuous phase in a
liquid-liquid dispersed system becomes the dispersed phase, while the phase that was
previously dispersed becomes continuous. For the flow of immiscible liquids
through a pipe, there is a range of volume fractions, the ambivalent range, where
either phase can be continuous depending on the system configuration and the
dispersion initialisation. The complexity of phase inversion has lead to extensive
research investigating the effect on it of physical and chemical parameters, with the
majority of studies carried out in stirred vessels rather than in pipes. This work
showed that the volume fraction of oil at inversion varies greatly with the agitation
rate (Luhning and Sawistowski, 1971; McCleary and Mansoori, 1978). Viscosity
also plays an important role, and according to Treybal (1951) the phase with the
higher viscosity will tend to become the continuous phase. Selker and Sleicher
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(1965) found the opposite, and it is now acknowledged that the more viscous phase
is more likely to form the dispersed phase (Anrachakaran et a!., 1989). Ethimiadu
and Moore (1994) concluded that the wall material wetting characteristics could
prevail over viscosity and the phase that preferentially wetted the wail could become
the continuous phase. It was argued by Selker and Sleicher (1965) and McClarey
Mansoori (1978) that the surface tension had no effect on the phase inversion.
However work by Luhning and Sawistowski (1971) and Efthamiadu and Moore
(1994) showed that surface tension and surfactants exert an important influence on
phase inversion.
Arirachakaran et a!. (1989) carried out phase inversion experiments in horizontal
pipes and found that the inversion of oil and water mixtures was affected by input
water fraction, oil viscosity and mixture velocity. Increasing the oil viscosity led to a
decrease in the required input water fraction necessary to cause inversion from a
water in oil (wlo) to an oil in water (o/w) dispersion. Mixture velocity had little
effect on the inversion point as long as there was no flow regime transition. A
correlation was also suggested for predicting the water fraction at which phase
inversion would occur based on results from previous investigators and their own
data (Russell et al., 1959; Charles et a!., 1961; Guzhov et al., 1973).
wtNV=O.5O.11O8 logp0	 (2.2)
where JNvis the water fraction at inversion point.
The above model, however, cannot predict the hysterisis of phase inversion observed
when the system starts from one phase as continuous. Brauner and lJllmann (2002)
attributed this hysterisis to the time needed by the new continuous phase to wet the
tube material after phase inversion or to the difference in surface tension in the new
surfaces created after phase inversion compared to those existing before, where
contaminants may have accumulated.
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(2.3)
2.2 Drop Size and Distribution
In liquid-liquid dispersions the drop size and its distribution are important factors
that determine the rheology and stability of a dispersion. Therefore many studies
have been carried out to formulate models that predict these parameters. Drop size is
a function of the break-up of large droplets into smaller ones, and the coalescence of
small droplets to form large ones. Once a system has reached a pseudo-steady state,
there is a break-up and coalescence of drops with a theoretical maximum and
minimum drop size. Studies have mainly been carried out in stirred vessels, while
information on drop size in pipe flows is almost entirely limited to low dispersed
phase concentrations.
2.2.1 Drop Break-up
The first fundamental work in this area was conducted by Hinze (1955) who
assumed drop break-up in a turbulent flow field. Hinze (1955) suggested that the
force acting on a drop per unit area, from the continuous phase could be either a
viscous stress or a dynamic pressure force and would deform it. Surface tension
forces, aid, where a is the surface tension and d is the drop diameter, would
counteract this force and tend to maintain the drop as a sphere. As the drop deforms
internal flows are set up which can cause viscous stresses and dynamic pressure
forces inside the drop. The dynamic pressure force will be of the order of z causing
flow velocities of the order of (v'pd)° . Viscous stresses inside the drop will then be
of the order of
From the three different forces that act upon the drop, two dimensionless groups can
be formed. The first, a generalised Weber number (Nwe), is the balance between
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external forces trying to deform the drop, and the counteracting surface tension
force.
= rd	 (2.4)
The greater the value of Nwe the greater the value of r compared to /d and the
greater the deformation of the drop. At a critical Weber number, Nwecrjt, the force
acting on the drop becomes too great for the surface tension to counteract and the
drop beaks. Nent gives the maximum drop size, d,,,:
N WeCrit - 
a
	 (2.5)
The second dimensionless group is the Viscosity number, N1, that accounts for the
dispersed phase viscosity that tends to stabilise the drop:
N	 Id
	
- JPd
	
(2.6)
where Pd is the dispersed phase density, and 4Ud is the dispersed phase viscosity.
Hinze (1955) argued that since the deformation process can be described in terms of
two dimensionless numbers, in general Nwent will be a function of N 1, as follows:
= C, [i +
	 )1 	(2.7)
where the function ço decreases to zero as Nv1 - 0 (as the drop viscosity decreases),
and C1 is a constant.
In more complicated flow fields there will be local variations in the flow patterns and
varying flow velocities will occur. In these situations the value of Nwec will not be
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the same for all the drops in the system. What is required is a statistical mean value
of Nwent to determine the average largest drop size that can withstand the break-up
forces of the flow field. To obtain this statistical mean a higher weight must be
assigned to the more turbulent flow patterns that produce a lower value of
(Hinze, 1955).
Investigators have commonly believed that the splitting of drops in turbulent flow is
a result of viscous shearing action, however Hinze (1955) suggested that this is only
the case if the undeformed and elongated drops are small compared to the local
regions of the viscous flow. For medium to high Reynolds numbers, the local
dimensions of the viscous flow are small, and the drop is deformed by dynamic
pressure forces caused by changes in the velocity over a distance equal to the drop
size;
PcV
	 (2.8)
where Pc is the density of the continuous phase, and Av is the velocity difference
across the drop.
To estimate the value of this velocity difference, isv, an understanding of the
turbulent flow field of the continuous phase is required. The theory of length scales
was first developed by Kolomogorov (1949) who divided turbulent flow into
different regions, each one having a different energy pattern associated with it. The
largest eddies with a size comparable to that of the system, 1, have an eddy velocity
approximately equal to the change of velocity over a distance 1. Most energy is
contained in these anisotropic large eddies, which depend on an external energy
source for their existence. The energy dissipation rate per unit mass, e, is a function
of Av and 1, and therefore by dimensional analysis;
(zv)
eoc	 (2.9)
1
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where v is the change in velocity over a distance equal to 1. In pipe flow a value of I
0.1D (where D is the pipe diameter) is used (Hutchison et al., 1971; Kubie and
Gardener, 1977). The energy is eventually dissipated from the small scale eddies. In
this region Re 1 as the viscous forces become important and of the same order of
magnitude as the inertial forces. The characteristic length, A 0 (Kolmogorov scale)
and velocity, v, are given by:
where p is the viscosity. The structure of these eddies is independent of the large
scale geometry of the flow (Hinze, 1955).
In between these two scales exists the inertial subrange with a length scale A,:
i>>A>>A where the turbulence is still isotropic. Velocity in this range is a function
of eand A only and by dimensional analysis the eddy velocity, v, is;
vXoc
	 (2.12)
Hinze proposed that drop break up would occur in the inertial subrange of flow, a
condition met for high Re numbers according to Kolmogorov. Assuming that the N1
group is small in turbulent flows, from equations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.12) Hinze
obtained;
3
2
d4I_J e =c2	 (2.13)
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where C2 is a constant. Hinze (1955) fitted this model to data from Clay (1940) and
found a value of 0.725 for the constant C 2 . Sprow (1967) found that the above model
fitted his data from stirred vessel experiments. The model can be used for
pipeline flow as well, where e is the rate of the mean energy dissipation per unit
mass, M, in the pipe:
where f is the friction factor, U is the average axial velocity of the continuous phase
and D is the pipe diameter. Kubie and Gardener (1977) and Karabelas (1978)
combined equations (2.13) and (2.14) to get:
2'\f	 2/3dpU i' fd
o•	4D ) =0.369
(2.15)
The value of 0.369 comes from the value that Hinze (1955) calculated for the
constant C2 after incorporating the energy dissipation term. This equation was able to
predict for dilute turbulent pipeline flow dispersions well (Kubie and Gardner,
1977; Karabelas, 1978).
Karabelas (1978) argued that the drop break up in pipeline flow can appear in the
inertial sub-layer, because at high Reynolds numbers the thickness of the buffer layer
is greatly reduced so that the lower boundary of the inertial sub-layer is very close to
the wall. In all practical cases the maximum stable drop size generated in the
turbulent core is larger than the wall layer thickness. Karabelas also stated that the
distribution law (equation (2.12)) that describes the eddies in the inertial sub-range
for stirred vessels is also valid for the inertial sub-layer. In the inertial sub-layer in
pipe flow the local energy dissipation rate per unit mass, &, is inversely proportional
to the distance, Yw, from the wall (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972):
u3El	 (2.16)
Ky
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where U* is the friction velocity, and K is the von Karman constant. There is a
distance from the wall where 5M = Close to the wall c1 will be larger than EM.
Karabelas (1978) assumed that where break-up occurred in the inertial sub-layer, the
would appear at a distance from the wall between the beginning of the inertial
sub-layer and the distance at which EM =
A model that considers the viscosity of the drop was proposed by Sleicher (1962):
'O5(dmaxPcUc 1( /LU 1 = 38[1+O.7(hh1c)J
0
(2.17)
where p and are the dynamic viscosities for the dispersed and continuous phase
respectively. This model does not account for the effect of pipe diameter; however
later work by Paul and Sleicher (1965) showed a slight influence on pipe diameter on
the maximum drop size.
For d> 1, where 1 = OlD for pipe flows, Kubie and Gardner (1977) argued that the
fluctuating turbulent velocity, Uf, should be used for calculating the external shear
force, r, in equation (2.8), as suggested by Hughmark (1971). They derived the
following equation for calculating d,,:
fdpU2	 (2.18)
For pipe flow u1 is approximately 1.3U*.
Brauner and Ullmann (2002) suggested that the Hinze model was applicable for
dilute dispersions, but cannot be used for high concentration dispersed systems
because the turbulent kinetic energy flux of the continuous phase (required for drop
break-up) may not be sufficient to provide the extra surface energy required by the
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ød - u +u3
(2.20)
formation of new drops. A model for high concentration dispersions was therefore
proposed:
-06	
-04	 0.6
=2.2211 I PcUc 2D 	 rPm	 (ød	 (2.19)
j [ (i— øi]	 1Ød)
where CH is a tunable constant, C11 = 0(1),
U is the dispersed phase superficial velocity, and	 is the continuous phase
superficial velocity.
2.2.2 Drop Coalescence
In a turbulent dispersion the drops are randomly moving around and continuously
colliding with each other. These collisions may result in coalescence. As mentioned
above, a drop in a turbulent dispersion is also experiencing shear forces which are
acting to break the drop up, and so for any system an equilibrium between
coalescence and break-up exists. For two drops to coalesce, first they must collide,
and then stay together for sufficient time to allow the continuous phase film between
them to drain to a critical thickness, where it ruptures and the drops join together.
The rate of coalescence depends on the efficiency as well as the frequency of
collisions, which increases with the dispersed phase concentration (Coulaloglou and
Tavlarides, 1977). Coulaloglou and Tavlarides suggested that the collision
efficiency, A, could be given by:
A=exp(_ 
tdrfl
tcUact J
(2.21)
where tdram is the continuous film drainage time (sec), and	 is the contact time
between the colliding drops (sec). In stirred vessels the drainage time is given as a
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function of the continuous phase viscosity and density, interfacial tension, drop size,
agitation rate, and impeller size. The contact time is given as a function of drop size,
and the agitation rate and impeller size. During their contact, but before the drops
coalesce, they can be separated by turbulent eddies. Modelling of this process is
difficult because the drainage of the film depends on many parameters such as
temperature, vibrations, surfactants, and the fluid properties (Valentas et al., 1966;
Thomas, 1981).
Coulaloglou and Taviarides (1977) suggested an equation for the coalescence rate
for equal sized drops and uniform energy dissipation:
(2.22)N =K1V"NDA N2Id
where
- [ K2 pDN 3 vv
______ I 12Ai_exP[ (2.23)
K1 and K2 are dimensional coalescence constants related to the collision frequency
and efficiency (and particularly the film thickness at coalescence) respectively, V is
the volume of the two drops, N is the agitation speed, D is the impeller diameter, and
Nd is the number of drops.
Howarth (1964) considered the collision frequency and the coalescence frequency of
uniformly sized drops in an isotropic turbulent flow. He suggested an equation for
the collision frequency, for a single drop assuming that the density of the
dispersed and continuous phases were identical, and using Taylor's theory of
diffusion:
ff01 =(240c,ii2 /d)° 5	 (2.24)
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=3
A(h0)
(2.26)
where 0 is the dispersed phase concentration, and 2 is the mean squared turbulent
velocity fluctuations. Howarth suggested that the cohesive forces between drops,
which must be related to the molecular forces, are not strong enough to overcome the
turbulent forces and cause coalescence. Instead it was suggested that the relative
velocity between the two drops at the point of collision should therefore exceed a
certain critical value, w*, for coalescence to occur. However no relationship for
calculating w was given.
Shinnar (1961) considered that drop coalescence, like drop break-up, occurred in the
inertial sub-range of turbulence and assumed that drops which had collided exert an
attraction force to each other which is dependent on drop size. The energy of
adhesion, Ea, for two drops of equal diameter is:
Ea = A(h0)d
	 (2.25)
where h0 is the film thickness, A(h0) = ½ 7rJJJj'h)o(h)c5 , and f(h) is the attractive
force per cm2 between two finite surfaces h distance apart.
In the inertial sub-range the kinetic energy of two drops with equal diameters, d, in
relative movement to each other is proportional to Pc v2 d3 . To prevent coalescence
this energy must be greater than Ea. From this a minimum drop diameter, d, for
which separation after collision is still possible can be found (Shinnar, 1961):
where C3 is a constant. For drops that are larger than d coalescence is not possible.
Thomas (1981) considered the time that the drops were in contact and not the
adhesion energy to be important in coalescence. It was suggested that the time
required for the film between two drops to drain to the critical thickness, hr, was
given as:
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T oc i- (2.28)
,
3	 (d
t=-1u32iz ch1thJ	 (2.27)
where F is the force pressing the drops together, and h is the critical film thickness.
The force F is applied by the eddies in the inertial sub-range of turbulence and is
proportional to Pc v2 d2. The time, T, that the drops are together is given by:
For coalescence to occur T must be greater than t.
The above conelations give an understanding of the mechanism of coalescence but
cannot be used in practical situations as there are no generalised equations for the
prediction of important parameters such as hr in eq. (2.27).
2.2.3 Drop Size Distribution
The majority of flow patterns observed during two-phase oil-water flows include the
formation of droplets of one phase dispersed into the other. At high mixture
velocities one phase is completely dispersed, while at lower mixture velocities both
phases can be continuous, with droplets of one phase into the other forming around
the interface to various degrees depending on the specific flow conditions (dual
continuous flow). It is of interest to study the size and distribution of these droplets
so that an improvement in modelling and design of dispersed systems can be made.
At present all studies have looked at fully dispersed systems, and the dual continuous
pattern has been ignored. The level of entrainment in the upper and lower phases will
affect the pressure drop for that phase, and therefore potentially influence the
interface height and the velocity ratio between the phases.
Mean diameters are often used to describe drop size distributions, which give an
indication of the distribution's characteristics. The limiting d and d 0 values of a
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distribution have already been mentioned above, however in distributions with a
long 'tail' in the large sizes the d value may be very large. Instead the diameter
that represents 95% of the volume (or number) in a cumulative volume (or number)
distribution is often used. For systems where the interfacial area is important the
Sauter mean diameter, d32 , is used, defined as the ratio of volume to surface area of
the droplets:
d32 =
	 (2.29)
j-1
where n is the number of drops measured (Pacek et al., 1998).
A number of standard functions have been used to describe the shape of drop size
distributions in pipeline. Karabelas (1978) suggested that the Rosin-Rammler
distribution (equation (2.30)) represented his data satisfactorily. The Rosin-Rammier
distribution can be expressed by:
Vcum =ex[_j' ]
	
(2.30)
where Vcum is the cumulative volume fraction, d is the particle diameter, and n and d*
are the slope of the curve and the diameter corresponding to Vcum= 0.3679
respectively. The distribution can be used for any characteristic diameter, and if used
for d95 by volume then it becomes:
=	
- 
2.996L_" IVcum 
exp[	
nl
(2.31)
Simmons and Azzopardi (2001) found good comparison with experimental data
from pipe flow and the upper limit log normal distribution for dispersed phase
concentrations up to 42%. Other distributions from stirred tanks for distributions
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with long tails have used the log normal distribution which is described by the
following equation;
(d) _____ r_1-	 expiY	
J27r8	 [282
(2.32)
where d is the drop size and 8, and tare parameters of the log-normal distribution,
with öaffecting the distribution height and affecting the distribution width.
Drop size distributions in liquid-liquid dispersions have been studied extensively in
stirred tanks, but relatively few studies exist for dispersions in pipeline flow. One of
the earliest studies looked at both droplet size and velocity distributions in
downward vertical liquid-liquid flow for dispersed oil fractions up to 47% (Ward and
Knudsen, 1967). A dispersion was made in a stirred vessel which was then pumped
to the test pipes, rather than the droplets being formed as a result of the turbulent
flow process. Droplet size was measured using a photographic technique, while
velocity was measured using a Pitot tube. The photographic technique employed was
only able to measure droplet size for the entire pipe cross section. The results
showed that the mean drop diameter (d32) increased with increasing dispersed phase
fraction. Sleicher (1962) investigated the stability of artificially formed drops via an
inlet nozzle and concluded that the maximum drop size decreased as the velocity
increased. Su and Hanzevack (1988) later showed that this relationship was linear.
More recent studies by Angeli (1996) found that the effect of mixture velocity on
drop size is less strong. This may be because Sleicher (1962) was measuring drop
size close to the wall where there is greater shear, a theory supported by Ward and
Knudsen (1967) who concluded that the maximum drop size also seems to increase
with increasing distance from the wall.
Collins and Knudsen (1970) investigated the effect of flow turbulence on the drop
diameter distribution for downward vertical flow, where the organic phase was
injected into the flowing aqueous phase at dispersed phase fractions of 0.6-10%. The
injection process caused a certain drop size distribution to be formed, but as the flow
developed along the pipe, a second distribution began to appear as a result of the
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turbulent flow. The distribution near the injector nozzle was found to fit a log-normal
distribution, which deteriorated further away from the nozzle as the turbulence
affected the distribution. The study suggested that as the viscosity of the drops
increases, so does the time required for them to break up into their final distribution.
Greater drop break-up seemed to occur near the walls of the pipe compared to the
turbulent core region. The effect of changes in dispersed phase concentration on drop
diameter were difficult to determine as the nozzle configuration was rarely kept
constant for a changing dispersed phase concentration. It was found that the model
proposed by Sleicher (1962) (eq. (2.17)) predicted well the maximum stable drop
diameter;
Kubie and Gardner (1977) conducted experiments in horizontal pipes where the
dispersed phase was injected into the flowing continuous phase. Four different
injector types were tried, but with little effect on the final drop size distributions.
Measurements, taken using photography through the pipe wall, showed that as the
continuous phase velocity increased decreased at a greater rate than d causing
the distribution to become narrower. It was also stated that d could be predicted
by the Hinze model (equation (2.15)).
Karabelas (1978) also carried out studies for water dispersed in oil in a horizontal
pipe. The drops were introduced via an injection tube at a concentration of 0.2%,
however as the injected drops were far larger than the drops which were finally
measured, it was assumed that the measured drop size distribution was a result of
turbulence in the pipe rather than an effect of the injection process. Two techniques
for measuring drop size were used; photography and dispersed phase sampling. The
second technique involved the removal of the dispersed phase using a sample tube,
and subsequent encapsulation of these droplets in a monomer to prevent coalescence.
Once these encapsulated droplets had been sufficiently stabilised they were
photographed and the results compared to the in-situ photography technique. It was
found that the drop diameter distribution could be fitted to either a Rosin-Rarnniler
distribution, or an upper limit log-normal distribution. It was also observed that the
values for d decreased with increasing mixture velocity and the data was predicted
well by the Hinze (1955) model. Karabelas argued that the encapsulation technique
gave more accurate, and more consistent data than the photography technique.
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El-Hamouz and Stewart (1996) measured chord length distributions using a laser
back-scatter technique for horizontal flow. The droplets were formed in a static
mixer in the pipe before entering the 1 .06m test section. The mean chord length
increased with distance from the mixer, suggesting that the distributions were a
result of coalescence in the test section, rather than turbulent break-up.
Drop size distributions generated in horizontal pipe flows were also measured by
Angeli and Hewitt (2000) using video recording via an endoscope placed inside the
flow.	 was found to decrease slightly with increasing continuous phase velocity.
The continuous phase also affected the drop size and water drops in oil were smaller
than oil drops in water. The pipe wall material, apart from the flow pattern (see
Section 2.1.3) also affected the drop size distribution, with larger drops observed in
the acrylic pipe than in the stainless steel pipe, probably due to the lower turbulence
levels in the smooth acrylic pipe.
Simmons et al. (2000) carried out work in dispersed pipe flow comparing two
different laser techniques; the first was a laser back-scatter device which can be used
in high dispersed phase concentrations (>5%), while the second was a laser
refractive technique that can only be used at low dispersed phase concentrations
(<3%). These devices were placed into the test section, but due to their configuration
were only able to give distribution data for the whole pipe. The few data presented
show that the d32 value was found to decreases with increasing mixture velocity.
2.3 Chord Length I Drop Diameter Transformation
Measurements of drop size with techniques that are based on photo or video
recording provide the actual drop diameter (Ward and Knudsen, 1967; Karabelas,
1978; Angeli, 1996). However techniques that are based on recording the length of
the drop that passes through a certain location in the mixture (such as laser based
techniques and local sensor techniques) measure chord length. An experiment using
one of these techniques would therefore give a chord distribution rather than an
actual diameter distribution. This chord length distribution would need to be
converted into a diameter distribution for further data processing. The transformation
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from chord length to drop diameter is complicated, and relies on probability density
functions of the corresponding chord lengths and drop diameters. A number of
investigators have opted to report chord length distribution data rather than drop
diameters, assuming that the trends observed in chord length will also reflect those of
the actual drop diameters (Chan et al., 1987; Lee et al., 1990).
A number of methods exist in the literature for the transformation of a chord length
distribution to a drop diameter distribution (Clarke and Turton, 1988; Liu et al.,
1996; Simmons et al., 1999; Langston et al., 2001). Weimer et a!. (1985) suggested
one of the earlier methods for the conversion of chord length distribution of bubbles
in a fluidised bed to bubble size distribution. Spherical bubbles were assumed and
the measured chord length was related to the actual bubble diameter using the
Pythagorean Theorem:
where d is the drop diameter, y is the chord length, and x is the length from the drop
centre to the chord cut (see also Fig (2.9)). Solving for chord length, y, equation
(2.33) becomes:
Y = 2[J _x2 ]
	
(2.34)
Assuming that all values of x are possible, the mean bubble diameter, d, can be
obtained from the mean chord length, 5, at a particular axial distance, x.
05
2(J_x2]	
=d
J8y	
4
0
(2.35)
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which gives d =
It should be noted that the mean chord length must underestimate the bubble size
because the drops are not usually cut through their centre. However as larger bubbles
are more likely to be measured, the method tends to overestimate the actual bubble
diameter. The actual bubble diameter should be between the mean chord length
and (4/it) .
2.3.1 Clarke and Turton (1988)
In a number of papers the group working at West Virginia University attempted to
convert a chord length distribution to a drop diameter distribution. According to
Clarke and Turton (1988) the size distribution of bubbles measured by a probe, P(R),
is not the same as the distribution of bubbles in the system, P(R), because the larger
bubbles are more likely to interact with the probe. There would therefore be a bias in
the measured results proportional to the square of the bubble radius, R2. Considenng
the interaction of bubbles of radius R with the probe tip, and with the centres of the
bubbles at distance r from the tip (Fig. 2.10), the bubbles will only touch the probe if
r is less than R and greater than zero. The number of bubble centres passing through
a small annulus dr wide and at a distance r from the probe tip increases
proportionally as r increases. It can therefore be concluded that the probability
density function for the distance between the bubble centres and the probe tip is in
direct proportion to the distance r,
P(rjR)=ar	 0^r^R	 (2.36)
where a takes the value 21R2. The probability density function P(yR) of the chord
lengths, y, for a specified bubble size R can be given by:
P(Y I R) = P(rIR"	
2r 'dr'
I1 =	
(2.37)
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or:
W(y, <y<y +1) = r41P(y)dy
	 (2.40)
where P(yIR) is the probability of obtaining a chord y from a drop of size R. The
probability of measuring a particular chord length, y, for any bubble size, R, in the
system is:
P(y) = JP(y, R)dR = JP(R)P(yR)dR	 (2.38)
The upper limit can be replaced by the maximum drop radius, R,, assuming it is
known. If the diameter distribution P(R) is known then the chord length distribution
for a spherical bubble can be found. Clarke and Turton (1998) extended the work to
different bubble shapes.
Since the experimental data are chord length distributions rather than drop size
distributions, the reverse of the above procedure is of interest. Consider a chord
length distribution, P(y), that consists of n number of measurements. If the chord
lengths are divided into m number of equal width 'bins', such that:
= y-(i-½)Ay	 0 ^ i ^ rn-i
where Ay =	 and y,,, is the maximum measured chord length value;
an approximation of the probability of finding a chord length y between yj and Yi^1 is:
W(y, <y<y,1)= no. of chord lengths measured between y, and y11
total number of chord lengths measured. n
(2.39)
Using equation (2.38):
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WI	 (2.41)
where	 c, =	 P(y1R iy
P(yR)=j- whenO^y<2R
is the probability of obtaining a chord y from a drop of size R
and
R=R-jAR
=	 = Ymax
m 2m
O^j^m-1
for spherical bubbles
A matrix can then be formed as follows:
C00 AR	 0	 0
C10AR C11 AR	 0
C20AR C21 AR C22AR
Cm 1 0AR Cmii AR Cm12AR
o	 P(R0)	 w,
o	 P(R1) - w2
o	 P(R3) - w3
	
Cm_i3 AR P(Rm_i )	 Wm_i
The W term can be calculated from the measured chord length data, and the C term
can also be found from the bubble shape. The solution, P(R), can be found by
solving the matrix for P(R).
The model was found to have some instability problems, particularly with small data
sets. It was later improved upon with the inclusion of a complicated Parzen window
function (Clarke et al., 1996).
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2.3.2 Probability Apportioning Method (PAM)
A number of techniques for transforming chord length distributions to drop diameter
distributions have been proposed by Simmons et al. (1999) and co-workers
(Langston et al. 2001). The simplest of them is the Probability Apportioning Method
(PAM) (Simmons et al., 1999). The method assumes that the drop diameter bins are
known prior to the calculation and back-calculates the diameter distribution from the
chord length distribution using equation:
.Jd 2 _y _Jd2_y
P(y1,y2)=
d
(2.42)
where P(y,, y) is the probability of obtaining a chord length between yj and y2. from
a drop diameter d. Since the drop diameter distribution is not known, a trial set of
diameter bins has to be chosen. This can be the same as the chord length size bins.
To use the technique the chord length data have to be placed in chord length bins,
while the largest chord length is set equal to the largest drop diameter. The chord
bins have to be set at a width appropriate to the number of chord lengths measured,
which can be determined by trial and error. Problems arise in the solution when there
is insufficient chord length data in narrow bins. The resulting probabilities of each
chord length for all bin sizes are summed and the distribution for each d, collected.
To account for the fact that the larger drops are more likely to be measured, the
summed values, P,, are divided through by the diameter, d1, and then normalised.
These values can be plotted against the diameter bands to give a distribution of drop
diameters. The narrower the diameter bands chosen, the more precise the drop
diameter distribution will be. However, narrow bands require more chord length data
to prevent 'un-real' distributions. In the PAM method each set of data is used in
isolation from the others, and does not benefit from the collective information that
other methods benefit from. PAM, on the other hand, does not suffer from the
stability problems associated with the method by Turton and Clark (1988).
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2.3.3 Finite Element Method (FEM)
The FEM technique, was suggested by Simmons et al. (1999) as a more robust
alternative to PAM because it uses the entire set of measured chord length data to
produce the diameter distribution. It uses the Galerkin finite element method to
simultaneously solve the equations relating the chord length to the drop diameter
distribution. The model is based on equation (2.42) from PAM with the addition of a
bandwidth, 2w, in order to produce a continuous distribution from the discrete data
available. It is therefore possible to assume that the probability of a chord with
length y from a drop in the diameter bin k is,
.,jdk 2
 —(y—w)2 .Jd2 —(y+w)2	 (2.43)
dk
where dk is a drop diameter in bin k, and w is half the width of the diameter bins. For
a polydisperse system, the total number of chord lengths of size y, ñ (y), can be
found by summing all the contributions from all the drops,
n(y)	 flkk &)
	 (2.44)
where k is the number of drops in the system in the kth diameter bin. If experimental
information is lacking, the diameter bins can be set equal to the chord length size
bins. The quality of the discretised element, the resdival at the point y, can be found
from equation (2.45), where n(y) is the true number of counts at chord size y,
R(y)= (y)—n(y)= n(y)-nkPk(Y)
	 (2.45)
To obtain the total weighted residual of the discrete system the above equation can
be integrated over all values of y. The solution will be the set of k that gives the
minimum weighted residual. The weighting residual for the Galerkin finite element
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method is shown in equation (2.46), ensuring that the total residual is minimised
with respect to variations of k at all drop diameter bands.
R = .an(y) (n(y)—ñ(y))dy	 (2.46)
,
There are now the same number of equations as drop size bands.
By differentiating equation (2.44) and substituting it into equation (2.46) the
following equation is obtained,
R = fr(y)[n(y)_n(y)]dy = 0
	 (2.47)
Substituting equation (2.45) into the above equation yields,
R. = JP1 (Yn(Y)_Pi(Y)n k (Y)]dY =0	 (2.48)
where n(y) are the number of chord lengths of length y, and k are the estimates of
the number of drops at the band k. This can be rearranged to give a linear system of
equations for uk
[A]{yJ={b}
where [A]1 1 = Jp,(y)P,(y),
and	 {y} = n1 (the solution vector)
{b}, = JP(y)n(y)
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The FEM method was developed to overcome the problems associated with the
PAM method. However while the FEM overcomes the problem of not knowing the
diameter bands, it can be inaccurate with discontinuous chord distributions and
therefore often predicts negative drop diameter frequencies.
2.3.4 Probability Apportioning Method 2 (PAM2)
A modified version of the original PAM that addresses some of the problems
associated with it and the FEM has been suggested recently (Langston et al., 2001).
PAM worked satisfactorily when the diameter ranges were known, but was
inaccurate when they were not. The FEM worked well when the diameters were not
known, but presented problems with near discontinuous chord length distributions.
PAM2 is an iterative method that uses Bayes' theorem to calculate the drop diameter
distributions from a measured set of chord length data. The improvements of PAM2
over PAM are the inclusion of Bayes' theorem for conditional probabilities which
states:
P(A,IB)- P(BIA1 )P(A1)	 i= 1,2.... . ,N	 (2.49)
- P(BIAk)P(Ak)k-i
where N is the number of diameter bins; P(A1) is the probability of cutting a particle
with a diameter in bin i; P(B) is the probability of cutting a chord length in bin j;
hence P(A I IBJ) is the probability that the measured particle is from bin i, and the
chord length measured is from bin j; P(BtA1)is the probability that given a particle
from bin i a chord length from bin j will be obtained. Also f is the fraction of
particles with diameters in bin i, d1 is the representative diameter in bin i, and N/wrd
which is the number of chord cuts.
The process by which the drop diameter distributions are found from the chord
length distributions is as follows:
1) A uniform diameter distribution across all the diameter bins is assumed:
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1	 (2.50)
2) P(A1 ) for each diameter bin i is calculated:
P(A1)— _f,dN
fkdk
k=1
(2.51)
3) For each measured chord Bayes' theorem is used to calculate P(AIBj) for each
diameter bin, i, using equation (2.52) to calculate P(BIA,) This will give a matrix
whose columns are the chord bins,j, and rows are the diameter bins, i.
P(x 1 ,x2 
)= d12 - x12 - Jd12 -
d1
(2.52)
where P(x1 , x2) is the probability of obtaining a chord length between x 1 and X2 from
a drop of diameter d1 (equivalent to P(B}A))
4) Each value of P(A4BJ) is multiplied by the	 value for the appropriate j, and
P(A1) is recalculated for each i:
r Nh0,d
I	 P(ABi]
Nci..ord
5) Using this new P(A1) value,fi is recalculated for each i:
- [P(A,)d,J
II
-_______
(2.53)
(2.54)
The procedure is repeated from step (2) if the new value of f has changed
significantly from the previous value. The method is able to include all the chord
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length data in a collective fashion because the calculated distribution is fed back into
the algorithm in a iterative process.
2.4 Pressure Gradient and Hold-up Modelling
There is a significant drive to formulate models which are able to predict pressure
gradient and hold-up in liquid-liquid flows. Unlike gas-liquid systems, where there is
considerable literature on the development of models both general and flow-regime
specific, comparatively few modelling attempts have been reported for liquid-liquid
flows.
In an early effort, Charles and Lilleleht (1965) showed that pressure gradient during
stratified oil-water flows could be correlated in terms of the Lockhart and Martinelli
parameters ct and X, modified for liquid-liquid systems. The parameter X is defined
as:
x2
	
(2.55)
where tP0 and EP are the single phase pressure gradients for oil and water
respectively, if they were flowing in the pipe at the mixture flowrate. Parameter C1 is
defined as:
PT
Po
(2.56)
where APT is the two-phase pressure gradient.
Theissing (1980) suggested a correlation between c1 and X that was not restricted to
a specific flow pattern and accounted for the density ratio of the two phases:
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1I,ze G0 IAI,. [AP
=	
TJ	 G1j ]
	
(2.57)
where:
(27p
e = 3-2 
+ 0 'PW
(2.58)
+ (it x)° 2 n2
n=
1 +(1IX)°2
n 
ln(AP/AP,)
1	 ln(GOtGT)
= ln(.P,,5 /AP)
2	 ln(G/G)
(2.59)
(2.60)
(2.61)
and G0, G, GT are the mass flowrates for the oil, water, and mixture respectively,
and AP and AP are the pressure gradients for the oil and water phases flowing at
their superficial velocities.
However, the experimental results by Stapelberg and Mewes (1994) suggested that a
single correlation would not be able to account for all flow regimes.
Regime specific models have mainly concentrated on stratified and dispersed flows;
developments of the two-fluid model, suggested originally by Taitel and Dukier
(1976) for gas-liquid systems, have been used in the former case, while the
homogeneous model is considered more appropriate for the latter case.
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2.4.1 Homogeneous Model
In this model the two phases are considered as fully mixed to form a homogeneous
mixture which is then regarded as one 'pseudo-fluid' with appropriately averaged
properties. The pressure gradient is then calculated using single phase flow
equations:
= 4fPm	 (2.62)
D
where AP/l is the pressure gradient per unit length,f is the Darcy friction factor, 1c is
the mixture density, U is the mixture velocity, and D is the pipe diameter. The
mixture velocity can be found from 	 where Q0 and Q are the oil and water
volumetric flowrates respectively, and A is the pipe cross sectional area. The friction
factor is related to the Reynolds number: f = CRe, where Re is the mixture
Reynolds number, and C and n are constants.
The above equations require the density of the homogeneous liquid which can be
obtained from:
Pm 5oPo+wPw
	 (2.63)
where e0 and e are the in-situ oil and water volume fraction respectively, and p° and
p are the oil and water densities respectively. The viscosity of the mixture is more
difficult to find. A number of equations have been suggested mainly from emulsion
studies and the more commonly used correlations are given below:
= (i + 2.5Ø)/1	 Einstein (1906)	 (2.64)
where p, is the mixture viscosity, ,ti is the continuous phase viscosity, and 0 is the
dispersed phase volume fraction. This model was developed for monodispsersed
systems.
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'-2.5	 Brinkman (1952), Roscoe (1952)	 (265)/im 1+ø) lic
which was developed for polydispersed systems
= e0p0 + ( 1— e0 )4u
	 Dukier et al. (1964)	 (2.66)
where e, is the volume fraction of the oil, and the subscripts o and w refer to the oil
and water respectively.
25( ø '	 1
IjoL. '°°J
0
(0)p,ioo]j
Pal and Rhodes (1989)	 (2.67)
where (Ø)ioo is the dispersed phase concentration at which the relative viscosity of
the mixture becomes 100. The relative viscosity is defined as the viscosity of the
mixture divided by the viscosity of the continuous phase. It is possible to obtain this
value in stable emulsions, but for pipeline flows it has to be extrapolated. This is
done by calculating the friction factor from pressure gradient data, and from it the
Reynolds number and the mixture viscosity can be obtained.
The Einstein (1906), Roscoe (1952), and Pal and Rhodes (1989) models assume that
as the dispersed phase volume fraction increases, so does the mixture viscosity due
to closer packing of the dispersed droplets, until a maximum is reached at phase
inversion. Trallero (1995) found that the Pal and Rhodes model predicted his
experimental data satisfactorily, but it does not predict the drag reduction
phenomenon that has been shown to exist in two-phase liquid-liquid systems (Pal,
1993; Angeli and Hewitt, 1998).
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2.4.2 Two-fluid Model
In the two-fluid model the momentum equations for each phase are written and
appropriate wall and interfacial shear stresses are implemented (Brauner and
Moalem Maron, 1989; Kurban, 1997). The hydraulic diameters assigned to each
phase, as well as the sign of the interfacial shear stress term, would depend on which
phase flows faster within the pipe (Brauner and Moalem Maron, 1989). In most
cases the interface between the two fluids is considered flat, but Brauner et al. (1998)
and Ng et al. (2001) have calculated the curvature of the interface which can then be
used in conjunction with the two-fluid model for a more accurate prediction of
pressure gradient and in-situ phase volume fraction (Brauner et al., 1998). For no slip
between the two phases and smooth interface Arirachakaran et al. (1989) suggested
that pressure gradient could be found from the sum of the single phase oil and water
wall shear stresses averaged over the wall perimeter wetted by each phase.
Comparisons with experimental data showed that this model gave better pressure
gradient predictions at low mixture velocities, where the interface during separated
flow was smooth.
The difficulty in measuring the interfacial shear stress has resulted in a number of
suggested correlations. For liquid-liquid annular flow where the core is the faster
flowing phase, Brauner (1991) suggested the following equation:
ft =BC4l'1'cJ
'lie
which is used to calculate the shear stress by
r,	
[u2]
(2.68)
(2.69)
where f is the interfacial friction factor, D is the diameter of the core phase, U is
the core phase average velocity, Pc is the core density, Pc is the core viscosity, C4 and
n are constants which depend on the flow regime and B is an augmentation factor
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which accounts for interfacial waviness. Brauner (1991) suggested that in liquid-
liquid flows the waviness at the interface would be very slight and B should take the
value of 1. Neogi et al. (1994), however, used the same approach to model oil-water
interfacial shear stress in three-phase, gas-oil-water flows and found from
experimental data that the value of B could vary from 0.8 to 1. It has also been
suggested (Taitel at al., 1995) that a constant value of 0.0 14 can be used for the
interfacial friction factor except when the wall friction factor of the faster phase is
greater than 0.0 14; in this case this wall friction factor value should be used.
According to Hall (1992):
=
	 (2.70)
where is the oil wall shear stress and ys a proportionality factor which must be
less than 1. The term y was calculated from the analytical solution of one-
dimensional momentum equations for oil-water laminar stratified flow between
parallel plates and was found to be closely related to the water/oil viscosity ratio. In
his three-fluid model, Roberts (1996) actually used yequal to this viscosity ratio.
The above correlations by Hall (1992) and Taitel et al. (1995) and a correlation by
Baker et al. (1988), (developed for gas-oil interfacial shear stress) were used in a
three-fluid model by Khor et a!. (1997) and were compared against experimental
data from gas-oil-water flows. Although both correlations by Baker et al. (1988) and
Taitel et al. (1995) predicted well the experimental data, the suggestion by Taitel et
al. was recommended due to its simplicity.
Analytical solutions were developed by Russell and Charles (1959) and Kurban
(1997) for laminar annular and stratified flows respectively. Numerical techniques
have also been used for stratified systems provided that the interface height is known
(Charles and Redberger, 1962; Kurban, 1997; Ng et al., 2001)
Modelling of the dual continuous flow presents difficulties since this regime
combines characteristics of both stratified and dispersed flows. A first attempt to
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model this pattern was presented by Guzhov and Medvedev (1971), who considered
the mixture of the two phases concentrated around the liquid-liquid interface and
treated the system as three-phase flow, with clear oil and water phases at the top and
bottom of the pipe respectively and an emulsion phase in the middle (Fig. 2.11). An
extension of the two-fluid model for three-phase systems was applied and
momentum equations were written for each phase. The relative velocities of each
phase were considered similar and as a result the interfacial shear stress terms were
eliminated while the interfacial lengths were not included in the hydraulic diameters
needed for the calculation of the wall shear stresses. The oil and emulsion volume
fractions and the dispersed phase concentration in the emulsion were the required
input parameters in this model. The authors, however, did not present any
comparisons with experimental data. The model was extended by Vedapuri et al.
(1997) to include interfacial shear stresses. Apart from the flowrates of the two
phases, this model also required two more input parameters, namely the water
fraction and the in-situ velocity of the emulsion layer, which were found from
experimental data on in-situ oil-water distribution and on velocity profile
respectively. The predicted emulsion and water layer thickness compared reasonably
well with experimental data both for horizontal and inclined flows.
Jayawardena et al. (2000) modelled their dual continuous flow as two separate
layers, where the lower water phase did not contain any oil dispersed in it and the top
oil-continuous layer formed a water—in-oil dispersion. For each layer momentum
equations were written using average densities and viscosities. The three parameters
needed for the solution of the model were the inlet oil and water flowrates and the
height of the free water layer, which was found experimentally from photographs of
the flow pattern. The model compared well against experimental data and showed an
improvement over the standard two-fluid model.
Based on the above literature it is clear that the current information on liquid-liquid
flows is limited, and that the data on the dual continuous flow pattern is even more
sparse. In this work the dual continuous pattern will be studied in more detail. Apart
from the overall parameters such as pressure gradient and average in-situ hold-up,
local parameters such as phase and drop size distribution will also be investigated.
The use of local probes will allow the study of these parameters and the clear
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limitation of the flow pattern boundaries even at high flow velocities where visual
observation is not possible.
The experimental data will be used to develop a two-fluid model for dual continuous
flow that takes into account entrainment of one phase into the other.
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Fig. 2.1. Flow patterns as described by Trallero (1995)
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Fig. 2.2. Flow pattern map by Charles et al. (1961)
	
Fig. 2.3. Flow pattern map by Guzhov et al. (1973)
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Fig. 2.4. Velocity profile of oil-water flow showing water flowing faster than oil
(S=0.5) (Ng, 2002)
	
	
	
	
	
Fig. 2.5. Flow pattern map by Nädler and Mewes (1995)
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Fig. 2.6. Pressure gradient data by Nädler and Mewes (1995), wherej f is the mixture
velocity
Fig. 2.7. Pressure gradient data by Soleimani (1997) showing peak at phase inversion
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	Fig. 2.8. Pressure gradient against input oil concentration by Guzhov et al. (1973)
Fig. 2.9. Relevant geometric parameters when a sensor tip is cutting a drop (Weimer
et al., 1985)
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Fig. 2.10. Relevant dimensions in Probe-droplet interaction (Clarke and Turton,
1988)
Fig. 2.11. Geometry used for modelling the dual continuous flow pattern (Guzhov
and Medvedev, 1971)
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3. INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
In order to study oil-water flows in horizontal pipes, an experimental pilot scale flow
facility was designed, built and commissioned in the Department of Chemical
Engineering at UCL. To allow accurate identification and measurement of the flow
parameters, various measuring instruments were used. Standard equipment, such as
pressure transducers and flowmeters, was purchased from external suppliers, while
the more specialised measuring devices were designed and manufactured as part of
the project within the Department. The experimental oil-water flow facility is
described in Section 3.1 and a schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 3.la. Pressure
gradient and hold-up measurements are described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3
respectively. The local electrical probes used for continuous phase identification,
phase distribution and drop size distribution are described in Section 3.4. The oil
used (Exxsol D140) was supplied by Exxon Chemicals. Its viscosity was measured
for a range of temperatures using a Contraves 155 rheometer. Surface tension and
interfacial tension were measured using a Kruss Processor Tensiometer K-12 (oil
properties are shown in Table 3.1). Tap water was used as the second phase.
Product Name	 EXXSOL D140
Density	 828 kg/rn3
Viscosity	 6cP @ 25°C
Surface tension	 27.6mN/m @ 25°C
Oil-water interfacial tension 39.6mN/m @ 25°C
Table 3.1. Properties of oil used in the study.
3.1 Experimental Flow Facility
The experimental facility consists of (see also Figs. 3.la-c):
• Two fibreglass storage tanks with a total volume of approximately 880 litres, one
for each of the oil and water phases. These contain baffles to reduce any vortices
in the tank which could introduce air into the liquid exiting to the pumps. The
baffles also aid separation of any contaminating phases in the tanks. The oil tank
is fitted with a cooling coil to maintain a constant temperature. The coil is
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attached to a refrigeration unit which is set to a temperature of about 5°C. The
coil pipe has an internal diameter of 8mm, and a wall thickness of 1.5mm. The
coil diameter is 145mm, its length is 680mm and the pitch is 60mm. The cooling
fluid is ethylene glycol and has a flowrate of about 200m1/min, which is
sufficient to maintain the temperature of oil in the tank below 31°C even during
extensive experimentation and hot ambient air temperatures. The normal
operational temperature was approximately 25°C. The water temperature is
maintained at 25°C by continuously draining and re-filling the water tank. This
process also helps to remove any excess heat from the oil during the mixing of
the two phases in the pipe.
• Two centrifugal pumps (Ingersoll-Dresser CPX200) capable of generating a
flowrate of 4x10 3m3/s at 45OkPa. As the pumps have a fixed flowrate, recycle
pipes have been installed to allow fluid return back to the storage tanks to help
regulate the flow. The flow of each fluid to the recycle pipe and the test section is
controlled by gate valves. Care must be taken not to have these valves too closed
as this can cause large pressure drop across the valves resulting in excessive heat
generation.
• Two armoured variable area flowmeters (ABB Instrumentation 10A5400) are
employed which are connected to a computer for data logging. They have a range
of 0-240 1/mm, with an accuracy of 1% full scale and are calibrated to be specific
to the fluid used. Two smaller flowmeters (also ABB Instrumentation 10A5400)
with 2% full scale accuracy are used for the lower flowrates. The oil flowmeter
has a range of 0-20 1/mm, while the water flowmeter has a range of 0-6.51/mm.
All flowmeters have been calibrated specifically to the fluid used. Depending on
the experimental conditions, either the large or small flowmeter for each phase is
inserted into the facility after the pumps to ensure accuracy at a wide range of
flowrates.
• A stainless steel test pipe with an internal diameter of 38mm, which consists of
two, eight metre sections. Each section is made from two-metre and one-metre
lengths connected with tn-clamp fittings which provide a near seam-free
connection. This provides the ability to rapidly alter the total length of the test
pipe and to move instrumentation to different positions along each of the sections.
The two sections are connected with a 180° turn. The whole test pipe can be
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inclined from the horizontal to approximately 100. The inlet configuration of the
two fluids is a modified T-junction (Fig. 3.2), with the water phase entering
beneath the oil phase. There is a 90° elbow prior to the first test section, after the
T-j unction.
• Two one-metre long transparent acrylic pipes. These can be placed between any
two steel lengths and allow visualisation of the flow. They are also equipped with
Quick Closing Valves (QCV) at both ends. The QCV are used to trap the oil-
water mixture between them, which can then be drained to a graduated cylinder to
measure the in-situ volume fraction.
• One separator vessel of approximately 800 litres that contains a KnitMesh
coalescer (DC9201, KnitMesh Ltd.) to aid the separation of the oil-water mixture
after the test section. The mesh has a large surface area and is made from two
materials with different free surface energies. These different materials aid the
coalescence of the two phases as each material (one plastic and one metal) is
wetted by only one of the phases. The mesh is located 0.97m from the fluid inlet
pipe in the separator tank. It also reduces the turbulence inside the separator and
further aids separation by gravity. The size of the vessel has been calculated to
give a residence time that is sufficiently long to allow separation of the smallest
dispersed drops (approximately 50.tm) expected at the high mixture velocities
that were planned to be used in this work. The separator tank has exit pipes to
each of the two storage tanks. The exit flow is controlled by ball valves which
allow the interface level within the separator to be maintained approximately in
the middle. This prevents the flow of one phase into the storage tank of the other.
• One computer with HPVee software for data logging allowing data from the flow
meters, pressure transducers and the conductivity probe to be recorded at 10Hz
simultaneously.
• One computer with custom made software in MS-DOS for the logging of the data
from the impedance and the dual impedance probes. The logging frequency varies
and is the same as the sampling frequency.
The above configuration allows continuous operation of the flow facility.
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At the beginning of each experimental run the water storage tank was filled with
fresh water via a hose straight from the mains supply. Fresh water was used as
growth of micro-organism was observed in water that was left for a period of time
after an experiment. During hot weather, and periods of extensive use, the storage
tank was continuously filled with fresh water and drained at the same time as this
helped to maintain both the water and oil temperatures.
3.2 Pressure Gradient Measurements - Pressure Transducers
A Validyne DP1O3 differential pressure transducer coupled with a CD223 digital
transducer indicator were used for pressure gradient measurements. The pressure
transducer has a maximum pressure rating of 22kPa and an accuracy of 0.25% full
scale. The indicator is attached to the PC which can log pressure gradient data at a
rate of 10Hz. Each of the 8 meter pipe sections has two 2 meter pipe lengths with
pressure tapping ports. The transducer is connected to the stainless steel pipes of the
test section by hard walled, flexible Dekabon tubing. A system comprising of quick
connect couplings was devised for easy changing of the measuring locations. The
male adapters of the quick connect couplings are fitted to the test section and the
female adapters are fitted to one end of the Dekabon tubing from the pressure
transducer. These are special auto shut-off, flat face connectors that prevent any air
entering the tapping line during connection and disconnection. The dimensions of the
pressure ports were carefully designed so that the port openings in the test section
have a bore size 118th of the total pipe diameter. This bore size was maintained for 3
bore sizes (Perry and Green, 1984) (Fig. 3.3).
The pressure tapping lines are fitted with pressure 'snuffers' between the transducer
arid the pressure ports which are designed to reduce pressure shock waves which had
been observed during initial pressure gradient measurements. The snuffers consist of
a metal tube (2.5cm diameter, 8.5cm long) considerably larger than the tapping line
diameter. Inside the snuffer are 3 evenly spaced randomly perforated discs which are
designed to break up shock waves so that their energy is dissipated prior to reaching
the transducer diaphragm. The snuffers are incorporated into a valve assembly which
allows easy change to a manometer when the pressure gradient falls below the range
of the transducer (Fig. 3.4). An inverted manometer was used at the lowest mixture
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velocity (0.7m/s) using water as the measuring fluid. The experimental data from the
manometer and the pressure transducer at higher mixture velocities compared well
(approximately +1- 3% max.).
3.3 Average In-situ Phase Fraction and Slip Ratio - Quick Closing Valves
(QCV)
The transparent sections in the test pipe are fitted with quick closing valves (QCV) at
each end allowing a volume of the oil-water mixture (800m1) to be captured and in-
situ average phase fraction to be measured. The transparent sections were fitted with
two holes, one for draining at the bottom of the pipe, and one to let in air at top of the
pipe. As with the pressure ports, the holes have a diameter 118th of the pipe diameter.
Any disturbance to the flow was greatly minimised by use of a plug which seals the
holes flush with the internal pipe wall. For each measurement the desired flowrates
were set and the mixture left to run for a few minutes to obtain steady state. The
pumps were then shut off and the QCV simultaneously closed. The bottom hole was
then opened and the trapped mixture drained into a graduated cylinder with
increments of lOml while the top hole was also opened to let air in. The volume of
each phase was then measured using the graduated cylinder. The accuracy of the
measuring cylinder was 5m1 giving an error of approximately 0.6%. There was
always a small volume of liquid remaining inside the pipe (approximately 5ml),
which was assumed to be oil as this was the last phase to flow out of the pipe. This
'missing' oil was added to the amount collected in the cylinder to bring the total
mixture volume to 800m1.
3.4 In-situ Flow Behaviour - Local Probes
The above measurements and relevant instrumentation provide information on
overall flow properties. Flow pattern identification, apart from at very low mixture
velocities, cannot be achieved through visual observation and more detailed
information on local volume fraction and continuity in the pipe cross-section is
required. In addition other local parameters such as drop size and drop velocity in
dispersed flows would help to better understand these systems and explain the trends
observed in pressure gradient and hold-up. For these detailed measurements local
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probes were used that can detect the different phases at a specific point inside the
pipe. Their small size ensured minimum disturbance of the flow. Local probes are
sensors with a tip that is sensitive to a property of the phase that surrounds it. Placed
in a two-phase mixture, these sensors can differentiate between the phases flowing
past the tip. The properties used to distinguish between phases can be
electrochemical, thermal, optical, and electrical (Cartellier and Achard, 1991).
Electrochemical probes exploit the different diffusivities of ions in liquids. Thermal
probes are based on the differences in thermal conductivity between the fluids and
have been developed from hot wire anemometry for applications in two-phase flows.
In these probes a current crosses a thin resistance and the resulting heat flux
dissipates through the surrounding fluid. The magnitude of this flux depends on the
liquid velocity and properties around the probe. Optical probes emit light along an
optical guide and the reflected light, sensed by a detector, depends on the refractive
index of the surrounding phase (Cheremisinoff and Cheremisinoff, 1988). Electrical
probes use the differences in electrical resistance or impedance of the two phases. In
the current study, where the two fluids used have very different electrical properties,
local probes based on the electrical conductivity and impedance were chosen.
Compared to the others, electrical probes have the advantage that they are relatively
simple and cheap to manufacture.
3.4.1 High Frequency Impedance Probe - Phase Distribution
Impedance probes measure the capacitance and/or resistivity of the phase present at
the probe tip. The probe consists of two electrodes connected to an electrical circuit.
They have been used extensively in research in various configurations in both gas-
liquid and liquid-liquid flows (Das and Pattanayak, 1993; Lang and Auracher, 1996;
Angeli, 1996; Soleimani, 1999). The most common configuration for local
measurements is to have both electrodes on a single coaxial wire. The shape of the
probe tip is important because it is this that will pierce the interface. A sharp pointed
tip will be able to pierce the interface more easily without significant deformation. It
would also increase the chances of recording small droplets that a blunt tip may not
pierce. The tip geometry, however, affects the electrical field around the probe and
can be important when the tip is close to the pipe wall. A blunt tip has a non-
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spreading electrical field and is therefore less prone to errors caused by the pipe wall
compared to a pointed tip (see Fig. 3.5).
Direct current (DC) and alternating current (AC) can both be used in impedance
probes. With direct current the probes are easy and cheap to set up, but polarisation
effects can occur resulting in electro-chemical attack on the probe tip. This can affect
the probe sensitivity during a set of experiments as the tip degrades. Measurements
with DC are based on the resistivity of the two liquids which depends on the liquid
temperature and purity. As these change during an experiment, some uncertainty is
introduced into the measurements. Alternating current is able to overcome some of
these problems. With frequencies in the range of a few kilo-Hertz the measurements
are primarily still dependent on resistivity and are therefore prone to the uncertainties
of changes in liquid properties. However electro-chemical attack on the tip is greatly
reduced. With electrical frequencies at the mega-Hertz level the measurements rely
on capacitance which is independent on liquid temperature. The disadvantage of
using alternating current is that the electronics needed tend to be expensive and can
have a limited lifetime.
An impedance probe based on the work of Das and Pattanayak (1993) was designed
for this project and constructed by the Electronic Workshop in the Department. The
probe is able to detect the difference in electrical impedance between the oil and
water phases. The electronics use a variable AC frequency with measurements made
when the current is flowing in one direction only. Das and Pattanayak (1993) advised
measurements in one direction as this eliminates the risk of obtaining different
results from each direction. For each alternating current cycle a count is given
representing the amount of time in which the probe is in oil. As the duration of the
total cycle is known the percentage of oil for that cycle can be calculated. At the
beginning of each cycle the value of impedance that exists in the electronic circuitry
and wires is measured. During pre-experimental calibration in single phase water,
this value, together with the value of water, is set to zero using a compensation
potentiometer (Fig. 3.6). The time counter is turned on and off depending on the
state of a capacitor rather than by a predetermined value of impedance. The capacitor
is charged quickly when the probe tip is in a low impedance water environment, and
slowly when it is in a high impedance, oil environment. When the probe is in oil the
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capacitor is not charged and the time counter is initiated (Fig. 3.6). This count
continues until the probe is surrounded by water which causes the capacitor to be
charged and the time counter to stop. If the probe is in oil for the entire duration of
the cycle the counter will continue until the end of the cycle giving a maximum
count; the capacitor will not be sufficiently charged to stop the counting. if the probe
is in water for the whole cycle then the capacitor will be charged quickly and the
counter will not be triggered. The counter can only be triggered once in each cycle,
meaning that if two oil drops are present during one cycle, only the first drop will be
measured (Fig. 3.7). To eliminate this problem the alternating current frequency
(equal to the sample rate) has to be set high enough so that even the smallest drop is
present at the tip for more than one cycle (Fig. 3.8).
The current frequency, and therefore the sampling rate, and the number of samples
can be set using the software that accompanies the probe. High sampling frequencies
require a large amount of data to be collected and stored for a set sampling time.
Conversely low sampling frequencies require less storage space, but could allow
more than one drop to be present at the tip during each cycle. The electronic
hardware used allowed sampling frequencies ranging from 2 to 45kHz. For the local
volume fraction measurements that are used to obtain phase distribution plots, a
frequency of 3.5kHz was chosen. At this frequency each sample cycle lasts 285tsec,
which corresponds to a drop size of 200.tm at a mixture velocity of 2.5m/s. At the
maximum mixture velocities used the average drop size expected is of the order of
0.5mm (Brauner and Uliman, 2002). Average in-situ volume fractions obtained at
this frequency were compared to those at higher frequencies where smaller drops are
able to be detected and very little difference was found. This indicates that small
drops do not contribute significantly to the volume fraction. At 3.5kHz frequency
21,000 samples were collected resulting in a total sampling time of 3sec.
Experiments with longer sampling times (8sec) showed no difference in the
measured local volume fraction.
For drop size measurements the frequency was increased to 35kHz so that drops in
the range of 50-100pm could be detected. By increasing the frequency the number of
cycles per drop increases resulting in more accurate measurements of larger drops.
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Experiments performed at higher frequencies showed no significant difference in the
drop size distributions obtained. At 35kHz the number of samples taken at each
location was 120,000 resulting in a sample time of 3.4sec. At these conditions the
resulting file size for 50 locations was over 100MB. A Fortran code was written
which uses all samples from each location, and calcWates the total count (see
Appendix Al). The percentage oil present was estimated by comparing the total
measured count with the values obtained for a 100% oil and water count.
The wire used for the probe was a semi-rigid coaxial wire (EZ34 Huber - Suhner)
with a solid copper outer conductor and a silver-coated copper inner conductor
separated by an insulator (Fig. 3.9). The inner electrode has a diameter of 0.2mm and
the outer electrode has a diameter of 0.9mm. The wire was coated with a heat shrink
insulator which makes the total outside diameter equal to L4mm. For phase fraction
measurements the tip was cut short with the inner conductor protruding
approximately 0.5mm so that the distance between the two conductors was kept to a
minimum. This configuration allowed measurements to be made close to the pipe
wall.
The probe mounting is shown in Fig. 3.lOa and 3.lOb. The mechanism allows the
probe to scan across a pipe diameter to an accuracy of 0.5mm using the thumbscrew
on the mounting. The whole mounting is located on a separate short stainless steel
pipe section, approximately 15cm long, with the same internal diameter as the test
section. It can therefore be rotated to different angles Ito allow sampling at any
location in the pipe cross section. The probe mounting section can also be placed in
between two pipe lengths of the test section and can therefore sample at any distance
from the inlet. Measurements were made in the horizontal, vertical and 45° diagonal
plane, at 2mm intervals (Fig. 3.11). The measurements at 1135° are assumed to be the
same as those at 45° due to vertical plane symmetry. At aower velocities where the
interface between the two phases was more distinct, different angles were also used
to obtain an accurate interface shape. On average 50 locations were sampled, giving
80 measurement positions. By interpolating the measurements over the pipe cross
section, the in-situ average volume fraction of the two phases could be found. These
results are compared to the Quick Closing Valve results in Section 4.4. Phase
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distribution contour plots were also created using Matlab (version 5.0.0.4073 The
MathWorks, Inc.) Using these phase distribution plots in conjunction with the
conductivity probe results on phase continuity (see Section 3.4.3), entrainment of
water in the upper oil continuous phase and oil in the lower water continuous phase
can also be found for the dual continuous flow pattern.
3.4.2 High Frequency Dual Sensor Impedance Probe - Drop Size Distribution
A dual sensor impedance probe, with two coaxial wires instead of one, was used for
measuring drop velocity and drop size distribution in the two-phase mixture. The
electronic hardware is very similar to the single sensor impedance probe described
above (Section 3.4.1), but with the addition of a second timing/counting device for
the second sensor. The frequencies of the two probes are both controlled by the same
device ensuring that the measuring cycles coincide. The frequency used was 35kHz,
with 120,000 samples taken at each location. This frequency gives cycles with a
28.5p.sec duration, which correspond to a drop size of 70j.tm for a mixture velocity of
2.5m/s and to a drop size of 42pm for a velocity of 1.5m/s. At this frequency it was
found that even at the highest mixture velocity used, where the flow is dispersed,
each drop which passed the probe caused a succession of pure water or oil values
which indicated that the drop extended to more than one measuring cycle. The two
probes are set at the same height inside the pipe, in-line with the flow direction. It is
therefore assumed that the mixture detected by the first, upstream probe, will then
flow on and be detected by the second probe after a certain time. This time can be
found by cross-correlating the signals of the two probes as descnbed in Section
3.4.2.1. From the time and the distance between the probes the drop velocity can be
estimated. The velocity can then be used, together with the time duration that the
drop was present at the probe tip, to calculate the chord length of the drop that has
been intercepted by the probes (see Section 3.4.2.2). The probes are set at a distance
10mm apart, as visual observations at low mixture velocities showed that this
distance is greater than the largest drops expected. It is also sufficiently close to
ensure cross-correlation is possible. The mounting is designed to allow the sensors to
move together at the same height (Fig. 3.12). It can also be rotated at any angle to
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allow sampling at any location in the pipe cross section. Measurements were taken
every 2mm in the vertical direction to give a total of 20 sample locations.
3.4.2.1 Drop Velocity Measurement - Cross-correlation
The time delay between the two sensors can be found from cross-correlating the two
signals. This technique has been used in previous research for calculating interface
velocities in pipe flows (Auracher and Lang, 1996) and bubble rise velocities in
fluidised beds (Brown et al., 1983; Hasiba and Kojima, 1996), but with different
probe configurations. The cross-correlation function, R, is calculated as follows:
1 NrR (rzT) =	 x, y,,^,	 UnbiasedN - r n-i
(3.1)
1 N-r
R (rAT) = - x, Yn+,	 Biased
n-i
where x and y are the two sets of data, N is the total number of samples, n is the
sample number ranging from 1 to N, and r is the lag time interval between the two
probes ranging from 0 to m. The summations for each r value are divided by either N
or N-r. The number of data which have been used to calculate the summed values is
N-r, however if N is much greater than m then the biased approach can be used
(Bendat and Piersol, 2000). The correlation proposed by Hasiba and Kojima (1996)
calculates the cross-correlation coefficient function, R, by dividing the covariance
function with the autocorrelations of the two sets of data (eq. (3.2)). This also has the
effect of normalising the data as it gives values from—ito 1.
-'--(x 
-X-T -
R(rAT)= 
j(x _)2f1(
	 (3.2)
where i and 5 are the mean values of x and y respectively. There are no lag times
included so there is only one solution. The autocorrelations are special cases when
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A Fortran code has been written to implement equation (3.1) for the data from the
dual impedance probe which is able to calculate either the biased or unbiased cross-
correlations (see Appendix A2). The output from this program is the cross-
correlation function, which reaches a maximum when r is the same as the actual time
delay between the two probes. Fig. 3.13 shows a plot of the cross-correlation
function against lag time, r, where a clear maximum value can be seen indicating the
time delay to be approximately 6000p.s. Since the distance between the two sensors
is known (10mm), the local drop velocity can be calculated by dividing this distance
with the time delay.
3.4.2.2 Chord length measurement
From the signal of either sensor of the dual impedance probe, the time duration that
each dispersed phase drop was in contact with that sensor can be found. Combined
with the drop velocity (see Section 3.4.2.1) the chord length of the drop that was
intersected by the sensor can be deduced. In a two-phase flow the signal from each
probe is expected to take two values, with the oil value being higher than the water
value, and resemble a square wave. However in many cases the signal departs for the
ideal square wave configuration due to the piercing process of the probe through the
liquid-liquid interface. Cartellier and Achard (1991) suggested that this process takes
part in three stages (Fig. 3.14). As the probe approaches the second phase, a local
pressure surge is imposed causing a thin film of phase 1 to be entrained in phase 2
around the probe tip. As the tip further approaches the second phase, this film begins
to drain at a rate dependent on the liquid properties. Finally the film ruptures (stage
2) and in stage 3 the second phase starts to wet the probe tip. This stage causes the
rise and fall of the output signal. For a wetting liquid, such as water, where the
contact angle 0 is less than irJ2 a thin layer of water remains on the probe and the
time taken for the water to leave increases.
Another cause of the signal departing from the ideal square wave is the electronics
associated with impedance probes. When the probe is wetted by the other phase it
will take some time for the signal to reach its final value depending on the
capacitance of the circuitry inside the probe hardware. In addition, at high mixture
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velocities very small drops might not be present at the probe tip for the whole
duration of a sample and in this circumstance the signal would not reach the
maximum value for these drops.
To process the signal more easily the output from the sensor needs to be converted to
a square wave. This can be done using different methods. The most common and
simple is the single threshold technique, where the raw signal is compared to a pre-
set threshold value, if a data point is below the threshold value it is assigned the
value of the water phase (in this case), and if it is greater than the threshold value it
is assigned the value of the oil phase. However, errors can occur using this method
which arise from the different time delay in the raw signal when the probe is moving
from oil to water and from water to oil. Also if the threshold value is not set close
enough to the continuous phase value, small peaks in the raw data that could indicate
a small drop of the other phase may go undetected. Furthermore, if the liquid mixture
has a high dispersed phase concentration, or changes continuous phase, the threshold
value cannot be easily set. Teyssedou et al. (1988) found that the optimal threshold
value in a gas-liquid system depended on the mean volume fraction of the dispersed
phase. A second threshold associated with the second phase can also be used to
eliminate some of the problems associated with the single threshold method.
However, small drops that do not cause a sufficient increase in the value of the signal
above the thresholds can still go undetected.
A further improvement can be made by using the method proposed by van der Welle
(1985), where the changes in the signal slope are considered to indicate a change in
phase. This is similar to the signal differentiation method proposed by Koribi and
Terrada (1978). Using the signal slope rather than its actual value ensures that very
small drops, which give rise to very small peaks, can be measured, while the
problems associated with lag of the electronic circuitry are eliminated. The method
by van de Welle (1985) is used in the current work, and is based on the comparison
of each sample to the previous one and to two self adjusting trigger values. The nth
sample from the raw data is compared to the n1th sample and with two variable
maximum and minimum values, n, n. At the beginning n and are given
the values of pure water and oil respectively that have been measured at the start of
the experiment. Where the nth sample is greater than the n1th, n is taken equal to
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the th value. If the nth sample is less than the n1th, then n is taken equal to the th
value. If the th value is equal to the n1th then n and n remain the same. The th
value is then compared to the new maximum and minimum values, which are
modified with a threshold value, v, to account for any noise in the system. If the nth
sample is greater than the n+v, then the nth value is set equal to that of oil, and if
the nth sample is less than nm-v then the nth value is set equal to that of water. If
neither of these statements is true then the nth value is set the same as the n1th value.
As a result of this procedure the raw data is converted into a series of oil or water
values (see Fig. 3.15).
From the square wave signal the time each drop interacted with one of the sensors
can easily be calculated (see Fig. 3.15). The chord length of this drop intersected by
the probe is then calculated as follows.
Chord length = time that drop is present at sensor tip x drop velocity
The change of the raw signal to the square wave form and the calculation of the
chord length were implemented in a Fortran code (see Appendix A3) allowing large
number of drops can then be sampled easily.
3.4.2.3 Chord Length to Drop Size Conversion
As mentioned in Section 2.3 there are a number of methods available to convert
measured chord length distributions to drop diameter distributions. The methods for
their use are also described in Section 2.3 and will not be mentioned further here.
The methods are compared in Section 5.
3.4.3 Conductivity Probes - Phase Continuity
A conductivity probe was developed for determining the continuous phase in
dispersed flows and the interface height in stratified and dual continuous flows. The
identification of the two phases still relies on their different electrical properties, but
in this case electrical conductance is used and as a result the electronics associated
with the conductivity probe are simpler than those of the impedance probe. In the
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conductivity probe, when the sensor is in a water continuous phase there is a signal,
while when it is in an oil continuous phase there is no signal. The actual value of the
signal for water continuous flow depends on the water quality and the configuration
of the sensor. In this work the conductivity was measured using an Alpha 800
conductivity meter (Courtcloud Ltd.).
The conductivity probe consists of two single wire probes a certain distance apart,
greater than the largest expected drop size. If the gap between the two electrodes is
less than this distance, then as the droplets come into contact with both electrodes
simultaneously the wrong phase could be interpreted as the continuous one. A
distance of 10mm was chosen, which is larger than the largest drop expected in the
conditions used in this work. The same probe mounting as that for the dual
impedance was used which allows the two electrodes to be moved across the pipe
diameter together (Fig. 3.12). Because both wires can move at the same height from
the bottom of the pipe, the interface height in stratified and dual continuous flows
can be detected with great accuracy. As the probe mounting is on a short length of
pipe the assembly can be rotated and phase continuity can be detected at every
location in the pipe cross section. This can be useful for the identification of the
interface shape.
By measuring local phase distributions and phase continuity with the high frequency
impedance probe and the conductivity probe, identification of the flow patterns was
possible for the whole range of conditions used in this study.
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Fig. 3.la. Experimental liquid-liquid flow facility
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Fig. 3.1 b. Photograph of measurement of test section. Measurement location at far
end above PC. Inlet to the left of picture
Fig. 3.lc. Photograph of experimental facility showing storage tanks, separator, and
inlet to test section. Measurement location to the right of picture
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Fig. 3.2. Photograph of modified 'T-junction' where the oil and water phases come
together
D/8
Fig. 3.3. Pressure tapping port
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Fig. 3.4. Assembly for pressure gradient measurements
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Fig. 3.5. Electrical field around sharp impedance probe tip
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Fig. 3.8. High sample frequency with many cycles per drop
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Fig. 3.9. Wire used for high frequency impedance probe
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Fig. 3.lOa. Impedance probe mounting
Fig. 3. lOb. Photograph of impedance probe mounting between two sections of pipe
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Fig. 3.12. Dual impethnce and conductivity probe mounting
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Fig. 3.13. Cross-correlation function against lag time, with time delay between
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Fig. 3.14. Probe tip interaction with interface (Cartellier and Achard, 1991)
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Fig. 3.15. Signal from the impedance probe in the raw and processed square wave
form
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4. FLOW PATTERN, PRESSURE GRADIENT AND HOLD-UP
RESULTS
Preliminary investigations into flow patterns allowed the limits of the dual
continuous flow pattern to be established for the flow facility described in Section 3
and the oil shown in Table 3.1. All the experiments were carried out in the first
section of the test pipe unless otherwise stated. Pressure gradient readings were taken
between 5.5m and 7m, and the local probes were situated at 7m from the entrance of
the test section (see Fig. 3.1). Before each experiment single phase oil was run
through the pipe.
Experiments were performed for input oil fractions from 0 - 100% with increments
of 10% at the extremes, but up to 2% at the intermediate range of volume fractions
where variations in pressure gradient were observed (68-80%). The mixture
velocities used were 0.7 - 3.5mIs.
4.1 Flow Development
All flow measurements were taken at a distance of 7m from the inlet of the test
section. At the inlet the two liquids are combined in a modified 'T' piece (see Fig.
3.2) and then pass through a 90° elbow before entering into the straight test pipe. It
was therefore necessary to ensure that the flow had become fully developed by the
time it had reached the measurement location. The development of the flow was
studied using phase distribution diagrams along the test pipe at 2m intervals using
the high frequency impedance probe. The probe was moved from the bottom to the
top of the pipe along the vertical and the two 45° diagonal axes, and also all along
the horizontal axis, at 2mm increments. This provided 80 measured locations. From
these diagrams the flow pattern can be further identified, and the interfacial
curvature observed.
Figs. 4.1 a-d show the flow development at lmIs mixture velocity, 50% input oil
fraction at locations im, 3m, Sm and 7m from the inlet of the test section
respectively. It can be seen that at this low velocity where there is low dispersion
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around the interface, the flow pattern develops very quickly. At a higher mixture
velocity (2m/s 72% input oil fraction) where the flow is more dispersed the flow
pattern again becomes fully developed before 7m (Figs 4.2a-d). It can be seen that
the flow pattern is in a transient state after the pipe inlet, however by 5m from the
inlet its final form has been established.
Based on the above diagrams the flow was considered fully developed at 7m where
measurements were taken.
4.2 Flow Patterns
As mentioned in Chapter 2, during the simultaneous flow of two immiscible liquids
a number of different flow patterns can form depending on the flow velocity, the
input phase fraction, and to some degree the pipe material. As mentioned there has
been some discrepancy in the names assigned to different flow patterns, particularly
those occurring between stratified and fully dispersed flow. For this work, flow
patterns where both the oil and water phases retain their continuity at the top and
bottom of the pipe respectively, with a degree of dispersion of one phase into the
other are classified as dual continuous flow.
The flow patterns were identified using a number of techniques. Visual observation
and high speed video recording were used through the short transparent section.
Although it has been shown that the pipe material can effect the flow pattern
(Angeli, 1996) it can be assumed that for such a short section of transparent, acrylic
pipe, the flow patterns remained the same as in the preceding 7m of stainless steel
pipe. These two 'visual' techniques could only be used at the lower mixture
velocities where dispersed phase fraction was low. At high mixture velocities the
dispersed phase fraction was too high and the flow pattern unable to be identified.
The second method was the use of the conductivity probe. The two sensors were
placed at the same height (see Fig 3.12), and moved together from the bottom to the
top of the pipe at 1mm intervals while the data was logged for lOsec at each location.
Averaged values were then taken at each location and these results plotted to give a
'conductivity profile' along the vertical pipe diameter where high conductivity
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values represent water and low values represent oil. There was a 'wall effect' which
resulted in the conductivity value decreasing as the probe approached the wall even
in pure water flow. The problem was partially overcome by measuring the
conductivity in pure water at all vertical locations inside the pipe, and using these
values as a reference point for the two-phase flow. An example of a conductivity
profile is shown in Fig. 4.3 for dual continuous flow. The values for continuous oil
appear constant, however at the lower part of the pipe where water is continuous the
conductivity values are high, but not constant despite taking into account the wall
effect. This is because the conductivity values are also affected by the dispersed oil
fraction. For this reason the sensor was used to find out whether an interface existed
or not that would indicate the presence of dual continuous flow or fully dispersed
flow. In fully dispersed flows it also indicated the continuous phase. The results of
the conductivity probe were used in conjunction with the phase distribution diagrams
from the impedance probe which confirmed that low or high conductivity values
corresponded to high or low oil fractions.
The high frequency impedance probe (as described in Section 3.4.1) can also give
the extent of interfacial dispersion. The probe was moved in the same way as for the
flow development studies. Measurements were taken from the bottom to the top of
the pipe, along one diagonal axis, and half the horizontal axis. This provided 50
measured locations, which becomes 80 when the data is reflected in the vertical axis.
At mixture velocities below 1.5mIs where dispersion was concentrated around the
interface the diagonal axis was often altered to ensure that the small amount of
dispersion was measured. Integrating the volume fraction data at each location over
the whole pipe cross section allows the average in-situ phase fractions to be found.
Using the above methods three main patterns were identified which are shown in the
flow pattern map in Fig. 4.4, plotted in terms of mixture velocity against input oil
volume fraction. At mixture velocities lower than 0.8mIs stratified wavy (SW) (Fig.
4.8a) flow was observed. There was a clear interface between the two phases with no
entrainment. The wave amplitude was approximately half the pipe diameter, and the
wave length approximately one pipe diameter for the mixture velocities studied.
Drops of one phase into the other and the onset of dual continuous flow appeared at
0.8m/s mixture velocity, with initially only few drops existing at the interface. At the
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lower mixture velocities, during the dual continuous regime, the dispersions were
mainly concentrated around the interface; as the mixture velocity increased the
amount of the dispersed phase within the continuum of the other increased and
extended towards the pipe wall. At 0.8mIs the dispersion was located around the
interface, a flow pattern identified as stratified with mixing at the interface (ST &
MI) flow by Trallero (1995). Fig. 4.5 shows the phase distribution for 0.8mIs, 80%
input oil fraction, where it can be seen that the dispersion extends to a 'thickness' of
approximately 2-3mm around the interface. The transition between SW and dual
continuous flow coincided with a decrease in the interface wave amplitude of the
SW flow. As mentioned above, the dual continuous flow pattern includes any pattern
where both the oil and the water phases remain continuous while there is a degree of
dispersion of one phase into the other. There has been no attempt to try and sub-
divide the dual continuous flow pattern into other flow patterns, as further
subdivision would require knowledge of the extent and height of dispersion in each
continuous phase. Apart from at the lowest velocity, this would be difficult to
identify as some drops do seem to reach the top or bottom the pipe for nearly all
cases. Furthermore, in would be difficult to compare these subcategories with
literature, as most reported patterns have been classified based on visual observations
and not on quantitative criteria such as dispersion height.
Up to a mixture velocity of 1.5m/s, dual continuous flow was observed for all input
oil fractions studied (10% - 90%). Fig. 4.6 shows the phase distribution diagram for
1.5m/s, 68% input oil fraction where it can be seen that the dispersion is more spread
into each continuous phase when compared to 0.8m/s mixture velocity (Fig. 4.5).
Further increase of the mixture velocity decreased the range of input oil fractions
where this pattern appeared, and limited it at intermediate fractions. At greater or
lesser oil fractions the flow pattern was dispersed with oil (Dw/o) or water (Do/w) as
the continuous phase respectively. Fig. 4.7 shows the phase distribution for 2mIs,
90% input oil fraction where the flow pattern is oil continuous, with the water
completely dispersed. However it is clear from the diagram that there is still a
vertical concentration gradient, with a higher water fraction at the bouom of the pipe.
At 3m/s and 72% input oil fraction, the flow pattern was dual continuous, however
visual observations suggested that there were waves or slugs of oil continuous and
water continuous flow with a wavelength of approximately 1-2m. These were seen
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as a colour difference between the two continuous phases. Above 3m/s, dual
continuous flow did not appear at any oil fraction. At 3.5m/s the change from a water
continuous dispersion to an oil continuous dispersed occuned between 68% and 72%
input oil fraction.
Photographs taken of the flow structure at low mixture velocities help illustrate the
different patterns that make up the dual continuous flow pattern. Fig. 4.8b shows the
pattern at low mixture velocities where the dispersion is very slight, with few drops
located around the interface. This flow pattern has been identified as Stratified with
mixing at the inteiface (ST & MI). As the mixture velocity increases to 1.5m/s the
dispersion increases, but generally remains around the interface (Fig. 4.8c). It can be
seen, however, that there are oil drops dispersed throughout the water continuous
phase, with occasional drops at the very bottom of the pipe. Finally at 2m/s mixture
velocity, and 68% input oil fraction, the dispersion is spread throughout the
continuous phase and drops reach the opposite pipe wall (Fig. 4.8d). All three of
these flow structures are considered dual continuous in this study.
The data on entrainment of one phase into the other during oil-water, dual
continuous flow, obtained by the impedance probe is shown in Fig. 4.9, as dispersed
phase fraction in the upper (oil continuous) and lower (water continuous) phases. In
general, as the mixture velocity increases the dispersed phase fraction in the upper
and lower phases also increases. The degree of entrainment of one phase into the
opposite also increases as the input volume fraction of this phase increases. For the
same input fractions and mixture velocities, it appears that the oil has a greater
tendency to disperse into the lower water continuous phase, than the water has to
disperse into the upper oil-continuous phase. Due to the limited amount of data, it
would be difficult at this stage to formulate a predictive model for the entrainment of
one phase into the other; the experimental entrainment values will therefore be used
for the solution of the two-fluid model with entrainment, developed in Section 6.
From the existing flow pattern maps only those by Malinowski (1975) and Laflin
and Oglesby (1976) have been obtained in conditions close to those of the current
work (Table 2.1). In general, Laflin and Oglesby reported a limited range of
conditions where dual continuous flow appeared. It can be seen that the onset of dual
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continuous flow (ST & MI is their case) occurred at lower mixture velocities than the
current study (Figs. 4.10). The onset of fully dispersed flow also occurred in general
at lower mixture velocities. Malinowski's data (Fig. 4.11) showed dual continuous
flow, (ST & MI), started at mixture velocities as low as 0.53m1s which is also lower
than the current work. Dispersed flows also started at lower mixture velocities for oil
continuous flows, and for similar velocities for water continuous flows. This start of
the dispersed patterns at lower mixture velocities than in the current work could be
attributed to the lower oil-water interfacial tension (22.3mN/m in the work by
Malinowski, and Laflin and Oglesby compared to 39.6mN/m in the current work).
Valle and Kvandal (1995) carried out experiments at similar conditions, i.e oil
viscosity and pipe diameter, but used a different pipe material (glass) and mixture
velocities only up to 1.7m/s. Dual continuous flow started at approximately 0.8m/s
for high and low input oil fractions, and at approximately 1.2mIs for the intermediate
ones. This suggests that it is probably the increased energy dissipation close to the
wall, when the interface is at the bottom or top of the pipe for high and low oil
fractions, that increases drop entrainment in the continuous phases and causes dual
continuous flow to occur at lower mixture velocities at these oil fractions.
4.3 Pressure Gradient Experiments
Various initial experiments were carried out in order to understand the characteristics
of the experimental rig. Single phase pressure gradient experiments were carried out
to find the pipe roughness, and pre-wetting experiments to ascertain if this had an
effect on the pressure gradient results. Pressure gradient was measured using a
differential pressure transducer as described in Section 3.2, except at the lowest
mixture velocities where measurements were taken using an inverted manometer for
better accuracy. The experiments were repeated at least twice and the average value
from each flow condition taken. The values shown below are the average values.
4.3.1 Single phase pressure gradient
Single phase pressure gradient experiments for both oil and water were carried out to
determine pipe roughness. The velocities used were from 0.29m/s to 2.9m/s which
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gave Reynolds numbers ranging from 1750 to 18000 for oil, and from 11170 to
111700 for water.
Pressure gradient, AP, was used to calculate the friction according to:
2 DAP
	 (4.1)
up
where U is average velocity, p is density, D is pipe diameter, and f is the Darcy
friction factor.
Once the friction factor has been found it is possible to calculate the pipe roughness
using the Colebrook equation (Colebrook, 1939):
- 
21 [elD	 2.51 1
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where e is the pipe roughness, Re is the Reynolds number, and D is the pipe
diameter.
A plot of friction factor against Reynolds number is shown in Fig. 4.12 for both the
oil and the water, along with the theoretical plot for a smooth pipe. Only those points
which have a Reynolds number greater than 4000 have been plotted to ensure that
the flow is fully turbulent. The average calculated dimensionless roughness (elD) for
the stainless steel test section is 0.0009, with an actual roughness, e, of 0.032mm.
4.3.2 Initial Pre-wetting comparisons
To determine the effect of initial conditions on pressure gradient, experiments were
carried with each phase flowing through the pipe at high flowrate for approximately
5mm, before adding the second phase to give the desired mixture velocity and oil
fraction. The mixture was then left to flow for about 1mm before the pressure
gradient data and flow pattern were recorded. It should be noted at this point that the
(4.2)
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pipe was always left overnight with water inside. Pressure gradient results obtained
with the two initial conditions are compared in Figs 4.13 and 4.14 for mixture
velocities 2m/s and 3m/s respectively. The results are fairly similar for the two types
of experiments. At the higher mixture velocity the flow pattern is oil continuous
above 72% input oil fraction, and water continuous below 68% input oil fraction.
There appears to be a trend for the water pre-wetted system to give a lower pressure
gradient for water continuous flow. During the dual continuous flow the water pre-
wetted system then give higher pressure gradient than the oil pre-wetted system. At
the lower mixture velocities, where the dual continuous pattern appears and both
phases are continuous, there is less of a trend between the two systems. Flow pattern
boundaries determined with the conductivity probe appeared to be similar for the two
types of initial conditions. As the results of the effect of the initial phase are
inconclusive it was decided for consistency between different data sets to have all
experiments starting with single phase oil.
Angeli and Hewitt (1997) carried out similar experiments and found that pre-wetting
a stainless steel and an acrylic pipe with either oil or water did have an effect on
subsequent pressure gradient. The experimental technique used was slightly different
to the current work and involved overnight contacting of the pipe with the
appropriate initial phase, before running the initial phase for 3Omins through the
pipe. The second phase was then introduced for the two-phase experiment.
Differences between pressure gradient data obtained from oil and water pre-wetted
pipes ranged from 3.6% to 5.8% for high and low mixture velocities respectively.
4.3.3 Mixture velocity comparisons
Two-phase pressure gradient experiments were carried out at different mixture
velocities and input oil fractions. The same input conditions as those used for the
flow pattern map were used, with mixture velocities ranging from 0.8-3.5m/s, and
input oil fractions from 10-90%. The results are shown in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, where
the dotted lines indicate regions where the flow is dual continuous. At high mixture
velocities the continuous lines to the left of the dotted lines indicate water continuous
flow (Doiw), and to the right of the dotted lines indicate oil continuous flow (Dw/o).
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At the lowest mixture velocity (0.8m/s) there is no definite trend in the pressure
gradient data, with the slight variations possibly related to the exact nature of the
dual continuous flow pattern that exists as explained below. At the slightly higher
mixture velocities (lm/s and 1.5mIs) small pressure gradient fluctuations are also
observed, but again there is no change in flow pattern occurring. One possible
explanation to these fluctuations is the change in interface shape. This can be
illustrated by the phase distribution diagrams for 1.5m/s 50%, 68%, and 80% input
oil fractions (Figs. 4.17a, b, and c respectively). At 50% input oil fraction the
interfacial is strongly curved upwards giving a small oil wall contact area compared
to its cross sectional area which results in a low pressure gradient. As the input oil
fraction increase to 68% the interface becomes more flat so that the oil wall contact
area increases at a greater rate than its cross sectional area resulting in an increase in
the pressure gradient. Finally at 80% input oil fraction the water maintains a thin
layer at the bottom of the pipe which curves upwards resulting in a large lubricating
effect and therefore a low pressure gradient.
At the high mixture velocities (2m/s, 2.5m/s, 3mIs, and 3.5m/s) there are relatively
large pressure gradient fluctuations between 60-90% input oil fraction (Figs 4.15 and
4.16). For mixture velocities 2-3m/s these changes appear in the region where the
flow pattern changes from Dw/o to Do/w via dual continuous flow. The addition of
water in single phase oil results in a decrease in pressure gradient. This reduction in
pressure gradient has been observed in previous research and has been attributed to a
'drag reduction' phenomenon (Pal, 1993; Angeli and Hewitt, 1998, Soleimani,
1999). Pal (1993) suggested that the turbulence intensity is modified in the presence
of dynamic coalescence and break-up of drops and that the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow occurs at higher Reynolds numbers for dispersed systems. It is this
decrease in the turbulence that may account for the decrease in pressure gradient.
Drag reduction has been found to be stronger in oil than water continuous mixtures
and seems to increase with increasing dispersed phase volume fraction.
From Fig 4.16 it seems that as the amount of dispersed water increases the pressure
gradient decreases until a water layer separates and dual continuous flow starts (Fig
4.18). At this point the initial thin water film would not have a large amount of
dispersed oil drops and may exert a lubrication effect. As the thickness of the water
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layer increases, and at the same time as the amount of oil dispersed in it increases,
drag reduction will also appear in the water continuous layer (Fig 4.19). Since drag
reduction is less strong in water than in oil continuous flows, the relative increase of
the water layer compared to the oil layer would result in an overall pressure gradient
increase with increasing water fraction. With increasing water fraction the oil layer is
finally reduced to dispersed drops in the water phase (Fig 4.20). The drag reduction
effect is diminishing and pressure gradient slowly increases to the single phase water
value.
At the highest mixture velocity used the increase in pressure gradient at 68% oil is at
the point of phase inversion.
There has been little reported pressure gradient data in the literature for dual
continuous flow. Trallero (1995) for most of the cases studied, Valle and Kvandal
(1995) and Nädler and Mewes (1997) also observed a reduction in pressure gradient
compared to that of single phase oil during dual continuous flow, similar to the
current work. Guzhov et al. (1973), on the other hand, reported that the two-phase
mixture pressure gradient, compared to that of single phase oil, increased with the
addition of water during 'water/oil and oil/water emulsion' flow at high oil fractions,
and reached a peak, but decreased during 'stratified flow with mixing at the interface
and a lower layer of oil/water emulsions' flow, at medium oil fractions. Angeli
(1996) found that pressure gradient depended on the pipe material used; in the steel
pipe dual continuous flow resulted in higher pressure gradient, while in the acrylic
pipe it resulted in slightly lower pressure gradient than that of single phase oil flow.
Pressure gradient fluctuations during flow pattern transitions have also been reported
by other investigators. Nädler and Mewes (1997) observed pressure gradient peaks at
the boundaries of dual continuous flow and fully dispersed flows, while Guzhov et
al. (1973) also observed a peak at the transition from water continuous dispersed
flow to dual continuous flow.
Comparisons with standard models and a model with entrainment are considered in
Chapter 6.
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4.4 Velocity Ratio
Average in-situ phase fraction data were obtained using the Quick Closing Valves
(QCVs). The experiments were run in the same way as those for pressure gradient. In
this case the two-phase mixture was left to run for approximately 3mm before
simultaneously stopping the pumps and closing the QCVs. The measurement
technique and the way to calculate the velocity ratio was described in Section 3.3
using equation (2.1).
Although average in-situ volume fractions could also be obtained from the phase
distribution graphs, all the velocity ratio data shown here is from the QCVs.
However, the results from the two techniques were compared and this can be seen in
Fig. 4.21. It can be seen that all the data falls within the +1-15% error lines (dotted)
while the average value is 5.8%.
The velocity ratios are plotted against the input oil volume fraction for all mixture
velocities studied in Figs. 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24 where dotted lines indicate the dual
continuous flow pattern. It can be seen that, in general, as the mixture velocity
increases the velocity ratio, S, becomes closer to 1. At mixture velocities greater than
1.5 mIs, S tends to be greater than 1 for low input oil fractions (where the flow is oil
dispersed in water), and less than 1 for high input oil fractions (where the flow is
water dispersed in oil). This suggests that the dispersed phase is flowing faster than
the continuous phase. However, this trend is reversed at a mixture velocities of
1.5mIs and below (Fig. 4.22), where at low input oil fractions S is less than 1, and
increases above 1 with increasing oil fractions. At these lower mixture velocities the
flow pattern is dual continuous for all input oil fractions.
The trends in velocity ratio were explained with the results from the phase
distribution diagrams which indicate the flow pattern formed. Some of these
diagrams have already been shown, but are repeated here to facilitate comparisons.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.25a for mixture velocity 1.5mIs, at 20% input oil fraction,
the oil forms a thin continuous layer at the top of the pipe with a downward curved
interface. This means that the oil has a large wall contact perimeter compared to its
cross sectional area. The oil therefore experiences large frictional drag, which
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reduces its velocity compared to that of water and results in S being less than 1. Fig.
4.25c, shows the phase distribution for 1.5mIs at high oil fraction (80%) where the
water forms a thin continuous layer at the bottom of the pipe with an upward curving
interface. This means that it is the water in this case which has a large wall contact
perimeter compared to its cross sectional area and therefore causes it to flow slower,
resulting in S values greater than 1. The transition from S less than 1 to greater than
1 appears at oil fractions below 40% rather than at intennediate input fractions (as
would be expected from the two-fluid model (see Section 6)) because the interface
curves upwards at intermediate input oil fractions and causes the water to have a
higher wall perimeter than the oil and S to be greater than 1 (Fig 4.25b).
At the intermediate mixture velocities during dual continuous flow pattern S is less
than 1 for a mixture velocity of 2m/s and greater than 1 for 2.5mJs (see Fig. 4.23). In
order to explain this change in S values at similar flow patterns the phase
distributions at 68% input oil fraction for mixture velocities 2m/s and 2.5mIs are
shown in Figs. 4.26a and 4.26b respectively. At 2m/s the water is forming a semi-
annulus at the lower part of the pipe and has a large contact perimeter with the wall.
It is, therefore, experiencing higher frictional drag than the oil which is able to flow
faster resulting in S being greater than 1. However at 2.5m/s the water fraction has
increased in the faster flowing central region of the pipe, while the oil is now
forming a semi-annulus at the top part of the pipe. The oil, therefore, has a large
contact perimeter with the wall and experiences high frictional drag, resulting in an S
value less than 1.
Another interesting phenomenon which occurs between 2mIs and 2.5m/s is the
appearance of a high water fraction flowing in the core at high input oil fractions
(80%). At 2m/s the flow is dual continuous, with entrainment either side of the
interface (Fig. 4.27a). At 2.5m/s the flow is still dual continuous, but there now
exists a high water fraction is the core of the pipe (Fig. 4.27b). Data from the
conductivity probe suggests that the water core is oil continuous with a high water
droplet fraction. Looking at the velocity ratios of these flow conditions, S is greater
than 1 for 2mIs while S is less than 1 for 2.SmIs. Using the phase distribution
diagrams this can clearly be explained. At the lower mixture velocity the water is
generally flowing near the wall in the low velocity region of the pipe and is therefore
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being held back giving an S value greater than 1, while at the higher mixture velocity
the water is flowing in the centre of the pipe at the place where the highest mixture
velocity would be expected. This therefore means that it is flowing faster than the oil
giving an S value less than 1.
As with the pressure gradient data there are few velocity ratio data available in the
literature for the dual continuous regime. The current results are compared with the
available literature data in Fig. 4.28. Comparisons are made for the same (dual
continuous) flow pattern at similar mixture velocities, since hold-up depends mainly
on flow pattern. Both Cox (1985) and Scott (1985) (mixture velocities used are
O.88m1s to 1.08m/s) and Trallero (1995) (mixture velocities used are 0.9m/s to
1 .3m/s) reported a similar trend to the current work for dual continuous flow, with S
values increasing with increasing input oil fractions. Their S values, however, did
not exceed 1 (apart from few exceptions in the data by Trallero), which could be due
to the different pipe material (acrylic) they used compared to the pipe material in the
current work (steel). It has been shown (Angeli and Hewitt, 1997) that acrylic is
preferentially wetted by oil, which could affect the interface shape and the contact
area of the phases with the pipe wall, resulting in higher in-situ oil fractions and
lower velocity ratios. Of course the different properties of the fluids used in all these
investigations would also have affected the distribution of the phases in a pipe cross
section and subsequently the velocity ratio. Soleimani (1999) reported hold-up data
at a high mixture velocity (1 .25m1s) where dual continuous flow pattern existed at
the intermediate input oil fractions (50-74%). For these conditions, his S values were
above 1 during dual continuous flow in agreement with the current results.
Little information is also available on phase distribution in a pipe cross section.
Soleimani (1999) provides the most complete set of diagrams obtained using an
impedance probe and also a Gamma Densitometry System (GDS). The results
obtained from the two systems showed that the flow was dual continuous for all
conditions studied with the GDS. The interface for nearly all the input fractions was
found to curve downwards even at high input oil fractions where the interface is near
the bottom of the pipe. This might have been a result of using an acrylic pipe that is
preferentially wetted by oil. The lower viscosity of the oil (1.6x10 3
 Pa s) used by
Soleimani (1999) could explain the differences between the results presented here.
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Comparisons of the velocity ratio data with a two-fluid model with entrainment
developed in this are shown in Chapter 6.
4.5 Conclusions
From the above data it can be concluded that the dual continuous flow exists at the
intermediate mixture velocities, with the range of input oil fraction decreasing with
increasing mixture velocity. At all except the highest mixture velocity the transition
from an oil continuous to water continuous dispersion passed through a region of
dual continuous flow.
The pressure gradient results showed evidence of the drag reduction phenomenon
seen previously by other researches (Pal, 1993; Soleimani, 1999), especially for oil
continuous dispersions. The difference in the magnitude of drag reduction in oil
compared to water continuous dispersions confirmed with the phase distribution in
dual continuous flow could explain the trends in the pressure gradient observed.
The phase distribution was also shown to have a large effect on the velocity ratio.
The increase in S at low mixture velocities from below 1 to above 1 could be
explained by the change in interface curvature. Likewise the decrease in S at high
mixture velocities could again be related to the distribution of the phases.
The distribution of the drop size in the dispersed regimes in analysed is Section 5,
while the comparison of pressure gradient and velocity ratio with the model
developed in this study is analysed in Chapter 6.
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Fig. 4.8a Photograph of Stratified Wavy flow
Fig. 4.8b. Photograph of Dual Continuous flow pattern with low entrainment
ia
Fig. 4.8c. Photograph of Dual Continuous flow pattern with increased entrainment
Fig. 4.8d. Photograph of Dual continuous flow pattern, refened to in previous studies as
a Dispersion of oil in water and water in oil
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5. CHORD LENGTH/DROP SIZE AND DISTRIBUTION RESULTS
Drop size distributions in pipe flow have been previously studied using a number of
different techniques (see Section 2.2.3) (Kubie and Gardner, 1977; Karabelas, 1978;
Angeli and Hewitt, 2000; Simmons et al., 2000). Using the dual impedance probe as
described in Section 3.4.2, chord length measurements were taken from drops flowing at
different locations inside the pipe. Experiments were perfonned for mixture velocities
ranging from 1.5m/s to 2.5 mIs for input oil fractions from 20%, 50%, 68%, and 80%. At
these conditions the flow pattern is either dual continuous or fully dispersed. At lower
mixture velocities the flow pattern is also dual continuous, but there are too few drops in
each continuous phase to enable cross-correlation of the signals from the two sensors. It
was found that when the dispersed phase fraction was less than approximately 3% there
were insufficient drops for the cross-correlation and no clear peak was seen. An example
of the cross-correlation function against lag time interval between the two impedance
sensors was shown in Fig. 3.13.
5.1 Velocity Profiles
Application of cross-correlation to the data obtained from the dual impedance probe
yields velocity profiles. It should be noted here that the velocity measured is the
dispersed phase velocity.
Fig. 5.1 shows the drop velocity profile for 2.Smls mixture velocity, 80% input oil
fraction against the single phase turbulent flow profile along a vertical pipe diameter.
The corresponding phase distribution diagram is also presented. It can be seen that the
velocity profile follows the turbulent profile quite well, apart from near the centre of the
pipe. This location corresponds to an increase in the water droplet concentration. The
velocity profile suggests that as the oil concentration increases towards the top of the
pipe the velocity decreases. For input conditions of 2.5mIs mixture velocity and 20%
input oil fraction the flow is a water continuous dispersion throughout the pipe cross-
section. At the top of the pipe where the dispersed phase concentration is highest (oil
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drops) the drop velocity becomes less that that of the turbulent profile, while for all
other locations the drop velocity is higher than the turbulent profile (Fig. 5.2). In general
the oil drops appear to be faster than the average mixture velocity, suggesting that the
dispersed oil is flowing faster than the water phase. The results from the QCV also show
that at these conditions S is greater than 1.
As the mixture velocity decreases the concentration of each dispersed phase into the
other decreases due to the reduction of inertial forces. From the drop velocity profile for
2m/s, 50% input oil fraction (Fig. 5.3) it appears that the oil drops in the water
continuous phase flow slightly faster than the water drops in the oil phase. In all cases,
however, the velocity of the dispersed phase seems to be quite close to the single phase
profile. It can be said that the presence of drops makes the profile flatter in the middle of
the pipe. From these results (apart from the water continuous dispersion in Fig. 5.2) it
can not be concluded whether the dispersed phase travels faster than the continuous
phase or not since the continuous phase velocity profile is not known.
The drop velocities can however be compared with the average velocities of the
respective upper/lower layers and this is shown in Fig. 5.4. The upper and lower layer
velocities are found from the two-fluid model (see Chapter 6) that includes the
experimentally measured entrainment of one phase into the other and takes into account
the interfacial curvature. In this case the interface was asumed to be part of a circle with
radius equal to 0.038m (equal to the pipe diameter). When the flow pattern was fully
dispersed the mixture velocity was used. It can be seen that in all cases water drops are
faster than the layer velocity while oil drops can be either faster or slower than the layer
velocity. This could be due to the distribution of the drops in the opposite phase. As will
be seen later, water drops are located closer to the interface where the velocities are
higher, while oil drops tend to spread more uniformly in the opposite phase (see Fig
5.11 and 5.12).
Once the drop velocity is known, the chord lengths can be calculated. This was done
after the raw data had been transformed to a square wave form following the procedure
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described in Section. 3.4.2.2. An example of the raw data and the transformed square
wave form is shown in Fig. 5.5, where the high values correspond to oil, and the low
values correspond to water. The threshold value was normally set to a value of 2, which
was sufficiently large to remove any electrical noise effects, whilst still allowing the
detection of small drops that give small peaks. From the square wave signal the time
duration that each phase was present at the tip could be found and, depending on the
dispersed phase, the number and intercepted chord length of the drops could be
calculated.
5.2 Chord Length to Drop Diameter Transformations
Once the drop chord length distribution is known a number of statistical techniques
(detailed in Section 2.3) can be used to calculate the drop diameter distribution.
Depending on the type of transformation process used, the diameter bins may need to be
known or assumed for the transformation to work successfully. The Probability
Apportioning Method (PAM) is one such procedure where prior knowledge of the
diameter bands is important for obtaining a meaningful diameter distribution. In total
four different chord length/drop diameter distribution transformations were tried; the
Clarke and Turton method (Clarke and Turton, 1988), PAM (Simmons et al., 1999),
FEM (Simmons et al., 1999), and PAM2 (Langston et al., 2001). The transformation
methods were initially applied to chord size distributions derived from uni- and bi-
modal diameter distributions to check whether these could be retrieved. They were then
used on real chord length data.
Fig. 5.6 shows the comparison of the drop number frequency distribution between the
four methods for a uni-modal system where all the particles have a diameter equal to 10.
The chord distribution used was generated using equation (2.42) as suggested by
Simmons et al. (1999). The results from PAM2 show only the 1St and 10th iterations,
after which the differences between distributions became negligible. It can be seen that
the PAM and PAM2 methods both give predictions which remain positive for all
diameter bins, with PAM2 giving a greater peak at iteration 10 than at iteration 1. The
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FEM and Clarke method both give negative frequencies prior to the frequency peak.
Similar trends are observed for a bi-modal system with a 50:50 particle split between
sizes 5 and 10 (Fig. 5.7). The PAM and PAM2 methods give positive results for all
diameter bins, but both methods over estimate the fraction of particles at size 5. The
FEM and Clarke method again give negative values for diameter bins just before the
frequency peaks.
The PAM2 and Clarke method were used to transform an experimental chord size
distribution to a drop diameter distribution. The results are shown in Fig. 5.8, where the
PAM2 results are shown for the 1st and the 10th iteration. Again no significant change in
the distribution was found after this iteration. The Clarke method predicts a drop
diameter number frequency distribution that is similar to the experimental chord
distribution apart from the lower sizes. This is likely to be due to instabilities in the
method. The PAM2 method follows the chord distribution data at the l iteration, but at
subsequent iterations a narrow peak appears at the maximum of the chord distribution.
Since none of the techniques were found to satisfactorily transform a chord length
distribution to a drop size distribution, in the results and discussion that follow the
measured chord lengths rather than drop diameters are used in the comparisons between
different conditions.
5.3 Chord Length Distributions
Once the velocity had been found, the chord lengths could be measured. This was done
after the raw data had been transformed to a square wave form following the process
described in Section. 3.4.2.2. An example of the raw data and the transformed square
wave form is shown in Fig. 5.5, where the high values correspond to oil, and the low
values correspond to water. The threshold value was normally set to a value of 2, which
was sufficiently large to remove any electrical noise effects, whilst still allowing the
program to detect even the smallest drop giving rise to a small peak. Once the square
wave form was available, the time duration that each phase was present at the tip could
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be found and, depending on the dispersed phase, the number and length of chord
established.
To charactense the distributions three different chord lengths, namely 199, 132 and l50
have been chosen. l is found from the chord length cumulative volume distribution and
corresponds to the size that is equal or larger than 99% of the drops by volume. This size
can be considered as an indication of the maximum chord length and subsequently
maximum drop size (Karabelas, 1978). In a distribution of 3000 drops only 4 will have
size between 199 and l which is statistically very small to obtain experimentally
especially when the size distributions have long tails. The commonly used Sauter mean
size, 132, defined as the ratio of the third to the second momentum of the drop size
distribution, can be biased towards large drops and in case of distributions with long
tails, unrealistically high. The median chord length, 150, represents the middle value in
the series of chord lengths arranged in ascending or descending order.
The variation of drop size in a pipe cross section can be seen in Fig. 5.9 for 50% input
oil fraction and 2.5mIs mixture velocity, for dual continuous flow. The interface
between the oil and water continuous phases is shown as a solid line and was identified
with the use of the conductivity probe. In general, as the distance from the interface
increases the number of drops dispersed in the respective continuous phase decreases.
Phase distribution diagrams also show that the volume fraction of each phase entrained
into the other decreases with distance from the interface. From the distributions it is not
clear whether the oil or the water drops are larger. In addition, the characteristic
dimensions 1 and 132 are smaller for oil than for water drops but the opposite is true for
i50 . For both phases chord lengths tend to be larger close to the interface.
At 2m/s mixture velocity and the same input oil fraction (see Fig. 5.10) there is again a
decrease in the size and number of dispersed drops with distance from the interface for
both phases. At this lower velocity the number of drops, particularly away from the
interface is not always sufficient to produce smooth distributions. Again there does not
seem to be a clear effect of the continuous phase on drop size. Compared to 2.5 m/s
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(Fig. 5.9), it can be seen that a decrease in mixture velocity decreases the number of
drops entrained from one phase into the opposite and causes greater vertical
concentration gradient. This is expected since at lower velocities turbulent forces may
not be large enough to overcome gravitational forces that tend to accumulate drops
around the interface. Velocity, however, does not have a clear effect on drop size. Lower
velocities would favour larger drops, but at the same time turbulent diffusive forces
would be smaller and perhaps not able to disperse the drops with large sizes away from
the interface. A decrease in velocity would also lead in a decrease in entrainment of one
phase into the other and a reduction of dispersed phase fraction, which would favour
smaller drops.
In the following 150 and l are used to represent average and largest drop size; 132 was not
used as it can be biased towards large sizes. The effect of distance from the interface on
chord length can be seen in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 for the and l sizes respectively. In
the dual continuous flow pattern where there is an oil-water interface, the distances are
either positive (water drops in oil) or negative (oil drops in water). In the fully dispersed
water continuous flows distances are taken from the top of the pipe. No fully dispersed
oil continuous flows were encountered in this study. It can be seen from Fig. 5.11 that
10 tends to increase near the interface which shows that gravity forces have a strong
effect. Also drops at 1.SmIs are less dispersed in the pipe cross section compared to
those at higher mixture velocities (2m/s and 2.SmIs). Drops at 1.5 m/s would be
expected to be larger than at the other two higher velocities. As mentioned above,
however, during dual continuous flow lower mixture velocities reduce the entrainment
of one phase into the other, as well as the turbulent dispersive forces that prevent large
drops from settling towards the interface. Both these phenomena can cause a reduction
in the drop size at a location. Velocity does not therefore cause a monotonic change to
drop size, and it can be seen that in many distances from the interface the higher
velocities also produce the largest drop sizes. Small chord length medians were
observed both close and away from the interface. It has been suggested (Karabelas,
1978) that drop break up will take place in the inertial sub-layer near the pipe wall.
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The variation of l with distance from the interface can be seen in Fig. 5.12, where
similar trends are observed.
The effect of velocity on 150 can be seen in Fig. 5.13, both for oil and water drops. The
velocity used is the upper/lower phase velocity, as explained in Section 5.1. It can be
seen that there is no obvious difference in sizes between oil and water drops, probably
due to the small differences in the properties of the two phases. It would be expected
that with an increase in the phase velocity the drop size would decrease. This does not
appear to be the case, probably as a result of two competing phenomena. An increase in
velocity would affect drop break up and coalescence and lead to a decrease in drop size.
On the other hand, during dual continuous flow increase in velocity is associated with a
higher degree of entrainment of one phase into the other and consequently a higher
dispersed phase fraction which would favour larger drop sizes. Fig. 5.14 also shows a
possible increase in 199 with increasing velocity, which again could be explained by the
increase in dispersed phase fraction resulting in larger drop sizes.
5.4 Comparisons with Models
The Rosin-Rammler distribution was found to fit the experimental data well in
almost all cases (see for example Fig. 5.15). The distribution is given by the following
equation:
1Vcum =ex[_(±)]
	
(5.1)
where Vcum is the cumulative volume for particles with size less than 1, a is the size
corresponding to (1-V) = 0.3679 and ö is the slope of the line. The value of ô ranged
from 2.62 to 4.22 which is wider than that reported by Karabelas (1978) and Angeli and
Hewitt (2000) possibly because a wider range of volume fractions has been used in the
current work. There was no obvious trend of ö with mixture velocity, dispersed phase or
distance from the interface. The log-normal function found by:
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where d is the drop size and 8 and are parameters of the log-normal distribution,
with 8 affecting the distribution height and affecting the distribution width, was also
fitted to the experimental distributions for 2.SmIs 68% and 50% input oil concentration
respectively. Again the fit was quite good in some cases, and the examples of the best
fits are shown in Figs. 5.16 and 5.17. Despite these relatively good fits, the Rosin-
Rammler distribution gave the better fit in more cases than the log-normal distribution.
Several models exist in the literature for predicting maximum drop size during dispersed
flow. These can be compared with the results from fully dispersed systems. For drops
smaller than the length scale of turbulence the model proposed by Hinze (1955) can be
used, which in the case of pipe flow is given by Karabelas (1978) and Kubie and
Gardner (1977) (equations 2.13 and 2.14)
Kubie and Gardner (1977) suggested an extension to the Hinze model for drops larger
than the length scale of turbulence where the fluctuating turbulent velocity instead of the
velocity difference was used to calculate the shear rate across the drop. However,
maximum sizes calculated by this model were found to greatly over predict the
experimental values.
To extend the Hinze model to dense dispersions Tsouris and Tavirides (1994) proposed
that a modified energy dissipation rate, e should be used, where
,
*	 (V
e
and v and v are the mixture and the continuous phase kinematic viscosities
respectively.
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At high dispersed phase concentrations the model suggested by Brauner and Ullmann
(2002) can also be considered:
.,
______	 ________	 ød 1d=2. 22CH I Pc D t [______ -04
	 06
) LPC(1— ødV]	 'ødJ	
(5.3)
where C11 is a tunable constant, C11 = 0(1),
Ut's
ød - u +
Ud is the dispersed phase superficial velocity, and U is the continuous phase
superficial velocity. A model that considers the viscosity of the drop was proposed by
Sleicher (1962) (equation 2.17) and is also used as a comparison.
In the present work fully dispersed flows occurred only at 20% oil volume fraction at
2m/s and 2.5m/s mixture velocities, where water was the continuous phase.
Experimental l data for these conditions are compared with the models predictions in
Fig. 5.18. It can be seen that all models underpredict the experimental values, with the
Hinze model, developed for dilute dispersions, performing the least well.
In dual continuous flow apart from turbulent forces the mechanism of drop entrainment
will also define drop size. It was found that the above correlations developed for fully
dispersed systems underpredicted the maximum drop sizes found experimentally. This is
probably due to the continuous entrainment of drops that do not have time to reach their
final size before they deposit again at the interface. For liquid-liquid systems Valle
(2000) attempted to estimate the size of drops that entrain from one phase to the other.
In his model he assumed that the entrained drop size is governed by surface and
turbulent dynamic forces and can be found by combining the d50 value from a Rosin-
Rammier distribution with the d95 value calculated using the Hinze (1955) model. Using
this method gave an estimated entrained drop size 0.8-0.4mm for oil drops in water with
(5.4)
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smaller drops being estimated for higher velocities, and 0.9-0.45mm for water drops in
oil, again with smaller drops estimated for higher mixture velocities. Nigmatulin et al.
(1996) also suggested a correlation for maximum entrained liquid drop sizes in gas-
liquid systems. When used in the current work it predicted maximum drop sizes of
0.6mm for oil drops in water, and 0.4 for water drops in oil. Both methods give a 10 fold
underestimation of the experimental drop diameters.
From the experimental data the vertical concentration gradient of the dispersed phase
and of the different drop sizes can also be found. These can be compared with the
predictions of the model suggested by Karabelas (1977) for dispersion of solid particles
in liquid in two dimensional pipe flow. The overall input droplet concentration for each
size, as well as the diffusivity of the dispersed drops in the continuous phase are
required. The latter parameter was set equal to 0.4 which gave the best fit to the
experimental data for fully dispersed flow (see Fig. 5.19); it also compares well to the
range 0.3 to 0.46 reported in the literature for particle-liquid flows (Binnie and Phillips
1958; Sharp and O'Neill 1971). To account for the high dispersed phase concentration
the hindered settling velocity correlation (Perry and Green, 1984) was used to calculate
particle settling velocity, also required in the model.
The comparison between model predictions and experimental data for fully dispersed
flow can be seen in Fig. 5.19 for a water continuous dispersion (mixture velocity 2m/s
and input oil volume fraction 20%). The results are presented in terms of relative
concentration defined as concentration of dispersed drops in a particular height over the
total concentration of that dispersed phase. The distribution of oil drops is shown at two
different heights from the top of the pipe. According to the model there is a greater
concentration of oil drops at a height 6mm from the top of the pipe than at 32mm, a
difference that is more pronounced for the smaller drops. Although the same trend is
seen in the experimental data, there is a larger vertical concentration gradient than
predicted by the model.
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The model was also applied to the dual continuous flow pattern and results can be seen
in Fig. 5.20 for the upper oil continuous layer at mixture velocity 2m/s and input oil
fraction 50%. It can be seen that the model predicts a greater concentration of drops
close to the interface, which is also seen in the experimental data. The extent of the
experimentally found vertical concentration gradient is underpredicted by the model.
Similar trends were obtained for the lower water continuous layer (Fig. 5.21) but in this
case the underprediction of the vertical concentration gradient is even larger.
5 Conclusions
The size and vertical distribution of drops was studied in detail during [horizontal liquid-
liquid dispersed pipe flows. Emphasis was given on the dual continuous pattern where
both phases retain their continuity but there is interdispersion of one phase into the
other. Drop velocities and chord lengths were measured at different locations in a pipe
cross section with a double sensor impedance probe. The following summarises the
conclusions:
• In dual continuous flows drop concentration and size decreased with increasing
distance from the interface.
• There was only a slight effect of velocity on l and median drop sizes. This was
attributed to the competing phenomena of decreasing drop size and increasing drop
entrainment of one phase into the opposite with velocity.
• Water drops were in general faster that the velocity of their respective (upper) layer
while oil drops could be either faster or slower.
• The Rosin-Rammier function was found to fit satisfactorily the experimental chord
length distributions. However, the available correlations on maximum drop size
undepredicted the sizes found experimentally.
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(6.1)
(6.2)
6. PREDICTIVE MODEL FOR DUAL CONTINUOUS FLOW
Dual continuous flow combines characteristics of both stratified and dispersed
systems. A development of the two fluid model (Taitel and Dukler, 1976) that takes
into account the existence of two continuous layers and the entrainment of one phase
into the other (two-fluid model with entrainment) is presented in this chapter. The
model development is described in Section 6.1 while the comparisons of the model
predictions with experimental pressure gradient and velocity ratio are presented in
Sections 6.2 and 6.3 respectively. Pressure gradient comparisons are also made
between the existing homogeneous model (Arirachakaran et al., 1989), and the
Theissing (1980) correlation.
6.1 Model Development
According to the two-fluid model (Taitel and Dukler, 1976) the two phases are
assumed to flow separately in the pipe, and one-dimensional momentum balance
equations are written for each one. Appropriate wall and interfacial shear stress
terms are used for closure. A development of the two-fluid model is used in this
current work for the dual continuous flow pattern where entrainment of one phase
into the other is introduced. The two-fluid model with entrainment assumes that dual
continuous flow consists of two dispersed phases; an oil continuous phase with
entrained water which flows at the top of the pipe (upper phase) and a water
continuous phase with entrained oil which flows at the bottom of the pipe (lower
phase). A flat interface was assumed initially, while curved interfaces, as found
experimentally, were also considered. The one dimensional momentum balances in
the flow direction for the upper and lower phases in a horizontal system are as
follows (see also Fig. 6.1);
1I:J	
(s
-
1 dP"	 S +[J-
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where (dP/dx) is the pressure gradient, r is the shear stress, S is the perimeter, A is
the cross sectional area and the subscripts u, 1, and i, refer to the upper phase, the
lower phase and the interface respectively. The sign of the interfacial shear stress
term in these equations depends on the relative velocities between the two phases;
the upper sign corresponds to the upper phase flowing faster than the lower, while
the lower sign corresponds to the lower phase flowing faster. However, when the
ratio of the two phase velocities is between 0.98 and 1.05 (Brauner and Moalem
Maron, 1989), it can be assumed that the interfacial stress is equal to zero.
Wall shear stresses are calculated as follows:
r 1[Puuu2]
where
f=cIDuU1uPu -n
'	 I_lu
r1 
=ii[i0iJ
f,=CIDIUIPI -n
(6.3)
(6.4)
f is the friction factor, U is the average velocity of the phase, D is the hydraulic
diameter, p is the viscosity and p is the density of the respective phase. The values
0.046 and 0.2 are used for the constants C and n respectively for turbulent flows.
Average in-situ phase velocities are calculated from the upper and lower phase
flowrates divided by the respective areas, as follows:
U Q
A
I-lu
u,=
	 (6.6)
where
(6.5)
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(6.9a)
D1= 4A1
Si +S
D = where U<U1 (6.9b)
Q0 =Qe +Q16,	 (6.7)
Q =Q(1—e)+Q1(1—e,)
	 (6.8)
Q° and Q are the known input oil and water flowrates, Q and Q, are the flowrates
of the upper and lower phases, and e and ei are the fractions of oil in the upper and
lower phases respectively, which in this work are found experimentally. The
hydraulic diameters can be found from:
D =4A
Su+SI
D1 =
SI
where U>Ui
=	 =
Si	 where 0.98<U: U1<1.05
	 (6.9c)
The above are based on the assumption that the phase with the highest average
velocity is flowing within a closed conduit, in which case the interface length, S, is
used in the calculation of its hydraulic diameter. When the ratio of the two phase
velocities is between 0.98 and 1.05 (Brauner and Moalem Maron, 1989) there is no
interfacial shear stress and both phases are assumed to flow in an open channel
(equation (6.9c)).
Since both the upper and lower phases are dispersions, appropriate equations are
needed for the calculation of their density and viscosity. One approach is to assume
that the dispersed phase is uniformly distributed within the continuum of the other
and one density and viscosity can be used for the whole phase. Density can then be
found as follows:
P = 4 p0 +(1-e)p, p, =e1 p0 +(1-e,)p
	 (6.10)
where the subscripts o and w refer to oil and water respectively. These equations are
similar to those used for the homogeneous model (equation (2.63)).
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fe
fd - 1+nØ (6.11)
Various correlations have been suggested for the viscosity of liquid-liquid
dispersions which take into account the dispersed phase concentration (see Section
2.4.1). A comparison has been made between the different viscosity correlations
using the homogeneous model and experimental pressure gradient data at a mixture
velocity of 3.5m/s where the flow pattern is fully dispersed. The results are shown in
Fig. 6.2, and it can be seen that at low dispersed phase fractions the Brinkman (1952)
and Roscoe (1952) correlation (equation (2.65)) predicts well the experimental
pressure gradient.
The equations for emulsion viscosity predict increased viscosity, and consequently
the pressure gradient, as the dispersed phase concentration increases (see Fig. 6.2). In
many liquid-liquid dispersed flows, however, the opposite has been observed (Pal,
1993; Angeli and Hewitt, 1998) with pressure gradient decreasing with increasing
dispersed phase fraction from the single phase values (drag reduction phenomenon).
According to Rozentsvaig (1982) drag reduction can be accounted for by modifying
the friction factor in dispersed systems,fd, as follows:
where fe is the friction factor of a finely dispersed emulsion with the same dispersed
phase concentration as the two-phase mixture, and n is a concentration function
constant, ranging from 0.5 to 1.125 in pipe flows. In this work, fe was calculated
using the Brinkman and Roscoe correlation for viscosity for the reasons stated
above.
The interfacial stress term can be found from:
c=i[i0 (U1_U)2]	 (6.12)
The density used in the interfacial stress term, Pi is the density of the faster flowing
phase (Brauner and Moalem Maron, 1989) and the velocity component is the
difference between the faster (U1) and the slower (Ui) phase velocities. In contrast to
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gas-liquid stratified flows, where a number of correlations have been suggested for
the interfacial friction factor,f, only a few exist for oil-water flows (Brauner, 1991;
Hall, 1992; Neogi et al., 1994; Taitel et al., 1995).
For liquid-liquid annular flow where the core is the faster flowing phase, Brauner
(1991) suggested the following equation
fi = BCUcpc
	 (6.13)
I-IC
where D is the diameter of the core phase, U and U are the core phase and the wall
phase average velocities respectively, Pc is the core density, is the core viscosity,
C and n are constants which depend on the flow regime and B is an augmentation
factor which accounts for interfacial waviness. Brauner (1991) suggested that in
liquid-liquid flows the waviness at the interface would be very slight and B should
take the value of 1. Neogi et al. (1994), however, used the same approach to model
oil-water interfacial shear stress in three-phase, gas-oil-water flows and found from
experimental data that the value of B could vary from 0.8 to 1.
Hall (1992) suggested that
=
	 (6.14)
where is the oil wall shear stress and yis a proportionality factor which must be
less than 1. The term y was calculated from the analytical solution of one-
dimensional momentum equations for oil-water laminar stratified flow between
parallel plates and was found to be closely related to the water/oil viscosity ratio. In
his three-fluid model, Roberts (1996) actually used y equal to this viscosity ratio
(Khor et al. 1997).
Taitel et al. (1995) suggested that a constant value of 0.014 can be used for the
interfacial friction factor except when the wall friction factor of the faster phase is
greater than 0.0 14; in this case this wall friction factor value is used.
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In the above model the interface is assumed to be flat. The results of the current
work on phase continuity and distribution actually showed that the interface
generally curves upwards, with the water forming a semi-annulus around the oil
phase (see Fig. 6.3a and b), with the exception of input oil fractions below 25%
where the interface curves downwards (Fig. 6.3c). It was also found that in most
cases the radius of this curvature is approximately twice the pipe radius apart from
the high and low oil fractions where it is approximately equal to the pipe radius. The
assumption in the model is that the interface is curved, and that this curvature is
circular is supported by the work of Brauner et al. (1998) and Ng et al. (2001).
Interface curvature changes the areas and perimeters needed in the two-fluid model
with entrainment. Table 6.1 shows the geometric parameters for flat and curved
interfaces, all of which are dependent on the interface height, h. For the curved
interfaces h is the distance between the interface apex arid the wall (Figs. 6.3a, b, and
c). These geometric parameters will change slightly, in the case of curved interfaces,
where X is greater than the pipe radius, r (see Fig. 6.3b), and where the interface
curves downwards at high input oil fractions (see Fig. 6.3c).
The proposed two-fluid model with entrainment requires the oil and water input
flowrates and the entrainment values of water in oil in the upper phase, (l-e), and
oil in water in the lower phase, . Assuming an interface height, h, the geometric
parameters can be found from Table 1 for flat and curved interfaces. These can then
be used to calculate the wall and interfacial shear stresses which, when substituted in
the momentum equations (6.1) and (6.2) will give the pressure gradient, dP/d., of the
upper and lower phases respectively. An iterative method is followed, where the
interface height is varied in intervals of lxlO 4m, and the pressure gradient is
calculated at each height for both the upper and lower phases. The height at which
the pressure gradient difference between the upper and lower phases is at its
minimum is the solution. From the interface height, the area occupied by each phase
and its in-situ average volume fraction can be found which allow the velocity ratio to
be estimated.
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Fortran codes have been written which implement this procedure for different
interfacial stress models (see Appendices A6).
6.2 Comparisons of Experimental Pressure Gradient Data with the Predictions
of the Two-Fluid Model with Entrainment
Comparisons between the experimental values and the two-fluid model with
entrainment were performed for mixture velocities O.8-2.5m/s where dual continuous
flow appears. Results will be shown for mixture velocities up to 1 .5m/s where the
flow pattern is dual continuous for all input oil fractions.
The model requires the entrainment of oil in the water continuous layer, and water in
the oil continuous layer as input parameters. At present there is no predictive model
for entrainment, and the experimental values obtained from the impedance and
conductivity probes (see Section 4.2 and Fig. 4.9) were used instead.
6.2.1 Pressure gradient predictions
Pressure gradient predictions were performed for the three basic models; the
Theissing (1980) correlation, the homogeneous model, and the two-fluid model with
the modifications described above.
The homogeneous model assumes that the two phases are flowing as a mixture
within the pipe, using correlations to calculate the density and viscosity. The density
is calculated using equation (6.10), while the viscosity can be found from a number
of different correlations outlined in Section 2.4.1. At low mixture velocities the flow
pattern is either stratified of dual continuous, and therefore does not conform to the
models assumptions. The model predictions for pressure gradient at a mixture
velocity of 1.5mJs are shown in Fig. 6.4 for the different viscosity correlations. It can
be seen that the predictions are greater than the experimental results. As the mixture
velocity increases the flow pattern becomes more dispersed giving predictions closer
to the assumptions of the model. The predictions at 3.5m/s have been shown in Fig.
6.2, where it can be seen that the model still overpredicts the pressure gradient
because the viscosity correlations predict an increase in viscosity as the dispersed
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phase concentration increases. However the model does not account for the drag
reduction phenomenon as observed by Pal (1993) and Angeli and Hewitt (1998).
The correlation by Theissing (1980) that uses the Lockhart-Martinelli parameters, X
and was also considered. The model was described in Section 2.4 with equations
(2.53) to (2.57). The predictions are shown in Fig. 6.5 which combines data from
mixture velocities 1.5m/s and 2mIs. At X values greater than 1, where the single
phase oil pressure gradient is greater than the single phase water pressure gradient
the Theissing correlation over predicts the experimental data. For the test fluids used
in the current work, this range is associated with an oil concentration greater than the
water where the pressure gradient fluctuations are observed. At X values less than 1
the Theissing correlation predicts the experimental data well.
6.2.1.1 Flat interface
The experimental pressure gradient data were first compared with the predictions of
the two-fluid model with entrainment and flat interface (Fig. 6.6) for different
interfacial friction factors. These included the suggestions by Taitel et al. (1995)
(entrainment), Neogi et al. (1994) (Neogi), and Roberts (1996) (Roberts). According
to Taitel et al. (1995),f is equal to 0.014; except when the wall friction factor of the
faster flowing phase is greater than 0.0 14 in which case this value is used instead. In
the Neogi et al. correlation (based on equation (6.13) suggested by Brauner, 1991),
the interfacial friction factor is the same as the wall friction factor of the faster
flowing phase multiplied by a factor B; B was taken equal to 0.8, as suggested by
Neogi et al., which gave the closest to experimental data predictions in this study.
The viscosities used to calculate the proportionality factor, y, in the correlation by
Roberts (equation (6.14)) are found by considering that both the upper and lower
phases are dispersions. In the same graph the predictions of the standard two-fluid
model (no entrainment and flat interface) are also shown with interfacial friction
factor calculated as suggested by Taitel et al. (1995) (no entrainment).
It can be seen that all models predict higher pressure gradients than the experimental
data, especially at the medium input oil volume fractions. Including the entrainment
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resulted in higher pressure gradients than those given by the two-fluid model without
entrainment; this is attributed to the higher viscosities of the two phases when
entrainment is included, which are now treated as emulsions. The different models
for interfacial shear stress had little effect on the predictions. Therefore, in the
following, unless otherwise specified, the simpler method for calculating the
interfacial friction factor as suggested by Taitel et a!. (1995) will be used.
The experimental data actually shows that the two-phase pressure gradient was in
most cases below the single phase oil values, indicating the appearance of a drag
reduction phenomenon. To account for this, modified friction factors, as suggested
by Rozentsvaig (1982) (see equation (6.11)) were used for the friction factor
calculations in the upper and lower dispersed phases. The value 1 was used for the
parameter n, which gave the best fit compared to the experimental data. Also,
experimental friction factors, found from oil and water continuous dispersed flow
experiments that had the same dispersed phase concentrations as those in the upper
and lower phases in dual continuous flow respectively, were implemented in the
model. These factors typically ranged from 0.0025 to 0.0053 (the f values in the
model with entrainment calculated from equation (6.4) and averaged phase
properties ranged from 0.005 to 0.01), and were higher in the water than in the oil
continuous dispersions; in general they decreased with increasing dispersed phase
volume fraction. Both the predictions of the model with friction factors calculated as
suggested by Rozentsvaig (f by Rozentsvaig) and of the model with experimental
friction factors (experimental f values) are compared with the experimental pressure
gradient data for a mixture velocity of 1.5mIs in Fig. 6.7. The predictions of the two-
fluid model without (no entrainment) and with entrainment (entrainment) are also
included.
Accounting for turbulence damping with the Rozentsvaig correlation improved the
predictions of the two-fluid model except at very high and very low input oil
fractions. The experimentally derived friction factors have a large effect and result in
predicted pressure gradients significantly lower that those of the previous models.
Both models were, however, unable to predict the trend in the pressure gradient data
observed experimentally.
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At the two lower mixture velocities used, the degree of entrainment of one phase into
the other decreased (see Fig. 4.9) and the models gave predictions closer to the
experimental data (see Fig. 6.8 for mixture velocity lm/s). In this case, the use of the
experimental friction factors to account for turbulence damping underpredicted the
pressure gradient. These friction factors were obtained at similar dispersed phase
concentrations, but higher mixture velocities, which would have resulted in different
drop sizes. Turbulence modification in dispersed systems has been related to the size
of the dispersed particles but results are still inconclusive as to how variation of
particle size affects the magnitude of modification (Kenning and Crowe, 1997). The
experimentally derived friction factors may, therefore, not be suitable when used at
different mixture velocities.
6.2.1.2 Curved interface
The interface in dual continuous flow is not expected to be flat as the phase
distribution diagrams show (see Chapter 4). To account for this, interface curvature
was introduced in the two-fluid model with entrainment. Two curvatures with
different radii were used in this work; 0.038m (twice the pipe radius) and 0.019m
(the same as the pipe radius) and the results are shown in Fig. 6.9 and 6.10
respectively. It was found experimentally that the interface curved upwards at oil
concentrations greater than 25%, while it curved downwards at lower oil
concentrations (see Figs. 6.3a, b and c).
Experimental data on pressure gradient were compared in Fig. 6.9 and 6.10 with the
predictions of the standard two-fluid model with flat interface and no entrainment
(no entrainment-flat) and of the same model with curved interface (no entrainment—
curved). The predictions of the model with entrainment and curved interface
(entrainment-curved) were also included as well as the predictions of the same
model with modified phase friction factors obtained from experimental data
(experimental f values—curved). Considering a curved interface in the two-fluid
model without entrainment results in little effect on the pressure gradient predicted.
This could be due to the small viscosity difference between the two phases, meaning
that any changes in the contact area of each phase with the wall is balanced by
changes in the in-situ area it occupies, and consequently its average velocity. Only at
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high input oil fractions when interface curvature is included are the pressure
gradients predicted less than those with flat interface, a difference which became
more significant as the interface curvature increased (the radius decreased, Fig.
6.10). The formation of a water semi-annulus layer at the bottom of the pipe around
the oil phase resulted in this case in an overall reduction in pressure drop.
When entrainment was included in the model with curved interface then, as
expected, higher pressure gradients were predicted. At the smaller interface radius,
however, and at high and low input oil fractions, inclusion of entrainment resulted in
lower pressure gradients than the no-entrainment case (Fig. 6.10). This is probably
due to a combination of entrainment and interface curvature which affect the phase
flowrates (and consequently friction factors) and wall contact area respectively.
Again, the model with turbulence damping gave reduced predicted pressure
gradients. It appears that inclusion of the experimental f values has a more dramatic
effect on the predicted pressure gradient than interface curvature. Similar
observations were made at the other mixture velocities used.
6.3 Comparisons of Experimental Velocity Ratio Data with the Predictions of
the Two-Fluid Model with Entrainment
Comparisons between model predictions and experimental data were carried out for
similar conditions to those used for pressure gradient comparisons in Section 6.2.
Predicted velocity ratios from the models described can be found, according to
equation (2.1), from the cross sectional areas of the upper and lower layers and the
experimentally measured entrainment of the phases in each of these layers.
6.3.1 Flat interface
The velocity ratio predictions for models that assume a flat interface, are compared
in Fig. 6.11 with experimental data obtained with the QCVs. It can be seen from Fig.
6.11 that all models give the same trend as the expenmental data of increasing S with
input oil fraction. They do, however, underpredict S, particularly at the medium oil
volume fractions. Inclusion of entrainment (entrainment) improves the predictions of
the two-fluid model without entrainment (no entrainment) at the lower input oil
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fractions but performs worse at the higher fractions. One possible reason for this is
the phase distribution inside the pipe. The interface is curved upwards at the
intermediate input oil fractions meaning that the oil has a low wall contact area in
comparison to its cross sectional area. It therefore experiences less drag and is able
to flow faster than the water resulting in an S value greater than 1. Because the
model assumes a flat interface this phenomenon is not taken into account.
The different models for interfacial shear stress and Rozentsvaig's turbulence
damping correlation gave similar predictions. Only the use of the experimentally
derived friction factors (experimental f values) for the calculation of the upper and
lower phase wall shear stresses improved the predictions significantly, apart from at
the highest input oil fraction where the S value is underpredicted. The same trends
were observed for other mixture velocities used.
6.3.2 Curved interface
Interface curvature would be expected to affect the velocity ratio, as it changes the
wall perimeter wetted by the continuous phase. The model predictions when
interface curvature of radius O.038m was included were compared with experimental
data in Fig. 6.12. Including interface curvature on the two-fluid model without
entrainment (no entrainment-curved) gave slightly higher velocity ratios, closer to
experimental data, compared to the results of the same model with flat interface (no
entrainment-flat), with the exception of the low input oil fractions. This is expected,
as a model with curved interface compared to the same model with flat interface,
would give lower S values at low oil concentrations (where the interface curves
downwards the oil would be expected to have a larger wall wetted perimeter and be
held back more than in the case of flat interface) and higher S values for the high oil
fractions (where the water has now larger wall contact area than in the case of flat
interface). The reason that this difference is not very pronounced may be the small
difference in viscosities between the two phases. The two graphs showing flat and
curved interface cross at the input oil volume fraction (25%) where the interface
shape changed from a downward curvature to an upward one.
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From the models with entrainment only the model with experimental f values and
curved interface (experimentaif values-curved) is shown in Fig. 6.12 since it gave
the best predictions in the case of flat interface (Fig. 6.12); this model again gave S
values closest to experimental data apart form the highest oil fractions used.
Using the smaller (O.019m) radius for the interface curvature did not affect
significantly the velocity ratio predictions while the same trends were also observed
at the other mixture velocities.
6.4 Conclusions
From the comparisons between the model predictions and experimental data on
pressure gradient and in-situ hold-up or velocity ratao, the following conclusions can
be drawn:
•	 The models which included entrainment and drag reduction gave predictions
closest to the experimental data both for pressure gradient and velocity ratio.
• The use of entrainment in the two-fluid model without accounting for drag
reduction did not improve the predictions of pressure gradient or velocity ratio
compared to the standard two-fluid model without entrainment.
• Including the interface curvature did not seem to affect the models' predictions
significantly, which may be due to the small viscosity difference between the two
phases. However, including the drag reduction phenomenon, particularly by using
experimentally measured dispersed phase friction factors, affected the model
predictions significantly.
• The different interfacial shear stress correlations used gave similar predictions.
The drag reduction phenomenon and the way that friction factors change with
mixture velocity and drop size distribution during unstable dispersed liquid-liquid
flows needs to be further investigated. Furthermore, a model which predicts
distribution of one phase into the other during dual continuous flow would allow the
above model to be used in different oil-water systems.
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Fig. 6.1. Diagram of dual continuous flow and key for symbols used in equations
(6.1) & (6.2)
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Fig. 6.2. Comparison of experimental pressure gradient data and predictions of the
homogeneous model using different dispersed phase viscosity correlations at a
mixture velocity of 3.5mIs
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Figs 6.3a. Geometric parameters for the two-fluid model with entrainment and
interfacial curvature (curved up) with X <r
Figs 6.3b. Geometric parameters for the two-fluid model with entrainment and
interfacial curvature (curved up) with X> r
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Figs 6.3c. Geometric parameters for the two-fluid model with entrainment and
interfacial curvature (curved down)
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Fig. 6.4. Comparison of experimental pressure gradient data and predictions of the
homogeneous model using different dispersed phase viscosity correlations at a
mixture velocity of 1.5m/s
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Fig. 6.9. Comparison of experimental pressure gradient data with the model
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Fig. 6.10. Comparison of expenmental pressure gradient data with the model
predictions for curved interface with 0.019m radius at 1 .5mIs mixture velocity
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Flat interface
01	 2cos1((r-h)/r))
Area lower phase (A 1)	 0.5r2(01-sinO1)
Area upper phase (A n)	 0.00 1 134-A1
Wall perimeter of lower phase (S 1)	 r01
Wall perimeter of upper phase (Se)	 0.1194-S1
Interfacial length (S 1)	 2r sin(01/2)
Curved interface with radius 1/2 pipe diameter
X (height that interface touches the pipe wall)	 (2rh+h2)/2h
0 1 =02	 cos'(r-(2r-X))Ir
A	 [0.001134-0.5?(0i-sin0j)]-1	 [0.5?(01-sin01)]
0.00 1 134-A1
S	 r01
________________________________________ 0.1194-Se
S I
	 u
Curved interface with radius equal to pipe
diameter
X	 (h2+4rh)/(2r-+.2h)
0 1	2cos' ((r-X)/r)
02	 2cos' ((2r-(X-h))/2r)
[0.5r2(0 1 -sin0j)]- [0.5(2r2)(02-A1	
sin02)]
A	 0.001134-A1
S 1
	 02
S	 0.1194-Si
S	 2r02
Table 6.1. Geometric parameters used in the model to account for curved interface.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, liquid-liquid horizontal pipeline flows have been studied in detail and
overall, as well as local flow parameters have been measured. New data on pressure
gradient and flow pattern boundaries as well as phase distribution, and drop size and
concentration distribution are presented. The emphasis was on dual continuous flow,
which combines characteristics of both stratified and dispersed flow patterns. Compared
to stratified flow and dispersed flows, which lend themselves better to the development
of predictive models, dual continuous flow is the least understood and studied.
As part of the project a number of local probes were developed which enabled local
flow parameters, such as phase fraction, continuity and drop size, to be measured.
A model was also developed for predicting pressure gradient and hold-up in dual
continuous flow. It is based on the two-fluid model where the entrainment of each phase
into the other is included. The interface curvature was has also been considered.
The following summarises the findings of the work.
7.1 Experimental Results
The experiments were performed in an experimental flow facility made as part of this
project. The test section was an 8m long stainless steel pipe with an internal diameter of
3 8mm. The local probe measurements were taken at a distance 7rn from the inlet. Flow
development experiments showed that this distance was sufficient for the flow pattern to
develop. The test fluids used were a kerosene (p = 828kg/rn 3, u = 6mPa s), and tap
water. The experimental conditions varied from 0.7 to 3.5rn/s and 10 to 90% input oil
fraction.
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7.1.1 Flow patterns
At low mixture velocities the flow pattern was separated with no interfacial mixing. As
the mixture velocity increased to O.8m/s droplets of each phase started to form in the
opposite phase close to the interface for all input oil fractions. This mixing increased
with increasing mixture velocity until 2mIs mixture velocity where the dual continuous
flow pattern only existed at intermediate input oil fractions. At high input oil fractions
the flow pattern was an oil continuous dispersion, while at low input oil fractions the
flow pattern was a water continuous dispersion. As the mixture velocity increased
further the range of oil fractions where the dual continuous flow existed decreased, until
at 3.5mIs the flow pattern changes from a water continuous dispersion to an oil
continuous dispersion (phase inversion) without passing through the dual continuous
pattern. Results on phase distribution from the impedance probe showed that the
interface was generally curved upwards except at low input oil fractions when the
interface was curved downwards. The significance of the interfacial curvature became
apparent when compared to the pressure gradient and hold-up data.
7.1.2 Pressure gradient
Pressure gradient during two-phase flow was found to be lower than that of the single
phase oil in nearly all cases. This suggests the existence of a drag reduction
phenomenon, noted also by previous researchers. Using the phase distribution data to
help explain the pressure gradient results a clearer understanding can be achieved. It
seems that as the amount of dispersed water increases the pressure gradient decreases
until a water layer separates and dual continuous flow starts. At this point the initial thin
water film would not have a large amount of dispersed oil drops and may exert a
lubrication effect. As the size of the water layer increases, and at the same time as the
amount of oil dispersed in it increases, drag reduction will also appear in the water
continuous layer. Since drag reduction is less strong in water than in oil continuous
flows, the relative increase of the water layer compared to the oil layer would result in
an overall pressure gradient increase with increasing water fraction. With increasing
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water fraction the oil layer is finally reduced to dispersed drops in the water phase. The
drag reduction effect is diminishing and pressure gradient slowly increases to the single
phase water value.
7.1.3 Velocity Ratio and Phase Distribution
Phase distribution in a pipe cross section helped to explain the trends observed in the
velocity ratio data. In general as the mixture velocity increased the velocity ratio became
closer to 1. At mixture velocities up to 1 .5mIs, S increased with increasing oil fraction.
At these mixture velocities flow is dual continuous for the whole range of oil fractions
and the interface shape, which in the majority of cases is curved upwards, and the
resulting wall contact areas for each phase justify this behaviour.
At intermediate mixture velocities during dispersed flow the dispersed phase was found
to travel faster than the continuous phase (S>1 for low oil fractions and water
continuous mixtures, and Sczl for high oil fractions and oil continuous mixtures). During
dual continuous flow at high velocities S was above 1. As the mixture velocity
increased, however, the interface shape changes from curving upwards to curving
downwards and S is reduced to below 1.
7.1.4 Drop size distributions
To measure drop size a dual sensor impedance probe was used that gave drop velocity
from the cross-correlation of the signal of the two sensors, and chord length from
combining the signal of either sensor with the drop velocity. Although common in gas-
liquid flows this technique has not been used in liquid-liquid systems before to measure
drop size. the results presented here are unique as they show drop size distributions at
different vertical locations in a pipe cross section, rather than averages over a whole
cross section, of distributions at one particular point. Velocity can only be calculated
when there is a sufficiently large number of drops interacting with the sensors for the
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cross-correlation to work. It was therefore not possible to get drop velocities in all
locations for the whole set of experimental conditions.
The drop velocities were compared with the mixture velocity in fully dispersed flow or
with the upper and lower velocities in dual continuous flow. Water drops were found to
be faster than the upper layer, or mixture velocity in all cases, while oil drops would be
either faster or slower than the lower layer or mixture velocity. This was attributed to the
distribution of drops in the opposite phase. Water drops are located usually close to the
interface, where velocities are higher, while the oil drops are more uniformly distributed
and are present in areas of both high (centre) and low (wall) velocities.
Statistical techniques from the literature were used to transform the measured chord
lengths to drop diameter distributions, but the results were not satisfactory. For this
reason chord lengths were used in the discussion of the experimental data. Two
characteristics chord lengths, the median 150 and l99 were used to describe the
distributions the median represents the average size, while the 1 represents the
maximum chord length, which should be similar to the maximum drop diameter. It was
found that in dual continuous flow, velocity only had a slight effect on l 5 and 1. This
was attributed to the competing phenomena of decreasing drop size with increasing
turbulence, and increasing drop entrainment of one phase into the other with increasing
velocity, the drop concentration and size also decreased with distance from the interface
and at low velocities drops tended to be concentrated around the interface.
From the distributions the Rosin-Rammier and in some cases the Upper Limit Log
Normal were found to fit the experimental data satisfactorily. However correlations for
maximum drop size underpredicted the sizes found experimentally.
The vertical drop concentration gradient and size distributions were compared to the
model by Karabelas (1977). Similarly to the model, the experimental results showed that
the dispersed phase concentration is affected by vertical height, but this effect was
underpredicted by the model.
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7.1.5 Modified two-fluid model
A two-fluid model with entrainment for the prediction of pressure gradient and in-situ
hold-up was developed for dual continuous, oil-water horizontal flows. The model
required information on the degree of entrainment of one phase into the other, which
due to lack of literature information or predictive correlations was found experimentally.
Different correlations for the interfacial shear stress term were used, while the
experimentally found drag reduction during dispersed flow was accounted for by using
modified friction factors in the upper oil continuous and lower water continuous phases.
The oil-water interface curvature, experimentally observed in such systems, was also
taken into account. The predictions of the various forms of the model tried here showed
that the models which included entrainment and drag reduction gave predictions closest
to the experimental data both for pressure gradient and velocity ratio. In fact, drag
reduction with experimentally derived dispersed phase friction factors had the largest
influence on model predictions. The use of entrainment only in the two-fluid model
without accounting for drag reduction did not improve the predictions compared to the
standard two-fluid model without entrainment. Including the interface curvature did not
seem to affect the models' predictions significantly, probably due to the small viscosity
difference between the two phases. The literature gave a number of different interfacial
shear stress correlations, however when used in the model they gave similar predictions.
The model predictions for the velocity ratio were better, with the trend being predicted,
but the values slightly underpredicted. The inclusion of the entrainment failed to
significantly improve the model, as did the inclusion of the interfacial curvature. Again
the biggest improvement was seen when the experimental wall friction factors were
included.
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7.2 Future Work
The initial experiments on pressure gradient, hold-up, and phase distribution have
provided an important contribution to the limited data available on liquid-liquid
horizontal flows. However further work, and improvements to the experimental rig
would allow a greater understanding of dual continuous flow, and more consistent
results to be possible.
The main improvements to the experimental rig would be a dedicated temperature
control system. During this research the temperature was controlled using a constant
replenishment of cold tap water, however this fluctuated on a seasonal basis. These
slight temperature differences would have had an effect on the fluid properties. Smaller
sensor wires for the single and dual impedance probes would possibly have allowed
measurement of very small drops which may have been ignored in the current study.
While in the majority of cases this has not been a problem (the chord length
distributions show frequencies decreasing at low chord lengths) it would allow these
drops to be included in these distributions and also phase fraction calculations. Having
the computational capacity to take dual impedance probe measurements for very long
periods of time (up to 1 mm) could potentially negate the problems seen with cross-
correlation where the a few drops present. By measuring for a long period of time, a
sufficient number of drops would be detected by the two sensors, and therefore allow
the drop velocity to be found.
One characteristic of liquid-liquid flow that has not been fully explained, is drag
reduction. An extensive investigation into this phenomenon, that considers pressure
gradient, turbulence, and drop size, would be of great significance. The use of hot film
anenometry would allow the measurement of the turbulence, while further experiments
using the existing dual impedance probe would provide the drop size data.
Experiments using the same experimental rig, but with a different oil would allow direct
comparisons to be made, and allow trends to be found for different fluid properties. It
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would also be of interest to see how the different models used for this research predict
the experimental data.
Another area of research that would allow improvements in the predictive model to be
made would be into the onset of entrainment and the dispersed phase concentration. This
would not only have implications for the pressure gradient / hold-up model, but also for
drop diameter predictions.
As shown in the model results, the wall friction factor for the two phases has a large
effect on the ability of the model to predict both the pressure gradient and the velocity
ratio. Measuring the wall shear stress with the electrochemical technique would provide
some actual experimental data and allow future models to be able to predict this key
parameter with greater accuracy.
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NOMENCLATURE
Roman symbols
A	 cross sectional area
A 1	 diameter bin for PAM2 method
B	 factor accounting for interfacial waviness, eq. (2.64)
B	 chord bin for PAM2 method
C1	 constant in eq. (2.7)
C2	 constant in eq. (2.14)
C3	 constant in eq. (2.21)
C4	 constant in eq. (2.64)
C11	 tunable constant, eq. (2.18)
CU.	 parameter in eq. (2.39)
c,	 in-situ droplet concentration, eq. (2.29)
(dP/dx)	 pressure drop
D	 hydraulic diameter
d	 drop diameter
d	 maximum drop diameter
minimum drop diameter
d32	 Sauter drop diameter, eq (2.24)
d95	 mean drop diameter
Ea	 adhesion energy between two drops
e	 parameter in eq. (2.53), defined in eq. (2.54)
e	 pipe roughness
F	 force holding two drops together
f	 friction factor
fx,i	 collision frequency, eq. (2.24)
f	 fraction of diameters in diameter bin i
G	 mass flow rate
h	 distance between two drops
h0	 film thickness between two drops
m2
Pa/rn
m
m
m
m
m
m
Joule
m
N/rn2
kg/s
m
m
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KK
K
I
Nwe
Nwe Cnt
Nv1
n
n
n
flj
P22
P
Q
Q
R
R1
R.)?
R
Re
r
r
S
S
T
t
H
U
U*
U'j
Von Karman constant
coalescence constants, eq. (2.22) and (2.23)
ratio of settling velocity to diffusivity, eq. (2.29)
length scale
Weber number, eq. (2.4)
critical Weber number giving d, eq. (2.5)
viscosity number, eq. (2.6)
constant in eq. (2.64)
number of samples
parameter in eq. (2.53), defined in eq. (2.55)
parameter in eq. (2.53), defined in eq. (2.56)
parameter in eq. (2.53), defined in eq. (2.57)
probability
pressure gradient
volumetric flowrate
shape defining term for drops (equals 1 for spheres)
drop radius
Galerkin weighting residual, eq. (2.48)
cross correlation function
cross-correlation coeficient function
Reynolds number
distance between drop centre and probe tip
lag time associated with cross correlation
perimeter
velocity ratio
time two drops are held together
time taken for two drops to coalesce
velocity ratio
average velocity
fiction velocity
fluctuation turbulent velocity
m
Palm
m3/s
m
m
m
S
S
rn/s
rn/s
rn/s
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vcu,n
	 cumulative volume fraction of drops
V
	
velocity in the inertial subrange of turbulence
Vj	 input droplet concentration, eq. (2.29)
w
	
approximate probability of finding chord, eq. (2.37)
w
	 half the diameter band width, eq. (2.41)
x
	
Lockhart Martinelli parameter, eq. (2.51)
x
	 length of drop centre to chord cut
y
	
chord length
Yw
	 distance from the pipe wall
Greek symbols
a	 shape defining term for drops (equals 1 for spheres)
y	 viscosity ratio / proportionality factor
5	 parameter in log-normal distribution, eq. (2.27)
oil fraction in upper phase
oil fraction in lower phase
oil fraction
water fraction
6	 energy dissipation rate per unit mass
6M	 mean energy dissipation rate per unit mass
6j	 local energy dissipation rate per unit mass
A	 collision efficiency, eq. (2.21)
A	 inertial subrange length scale
Kolmogoroff length scale
A'	 viscous dissipation length scale
p	 viscosity
2z.	 pi
p	 density
r	 force acting on a drop per unit area
r	 shear stress
mis
m
m
m
m2/s3
m21s3
m21s3
m
m
m
Pa s
kg/rn3
N/rn2
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interfacial tension	 N/rn
function in eq. (2.7)
parameter in log-normal distribution, eq. (2.27)
parameter in log-normal distribution, eq. (2.27)
dimensionless diffusivity
(I)	 Lockhart Martinelli parameter, eq. (2.52)
0	 dispersed phase concentration
Subscripts
C
d
e
1
0
S
U
w
continuous phase
dipsersed phase
emulsion
interfaciai
lower
oil
superficial
upper
water
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APPENDIX Al
Fortran 90 code for processing data from high frequency impedance probe and
outputting in-situ oil concentration.
PROGRAM IMPREAD_CONTINUOUS
Character:: filestartl*1,filestart2*2,fileend*4, filename*6
integer:: nvals=0,j,i,k
integer: :status, oilvalue, watervalue, alloil, aliwater,
filenumber
real::value, mysum=0, oilpercent
real, dimension (120000)::mycount
Print*, 'Enter count for 100% oil'
read*, oilvalue
Print*, 'Enter count for 100% water'
read*, watervalue
Print*, 'Enter number of files to be read'
read*, f i lenumber
Print*, 'Enter number of samples in each file'
read*, s amp 1 enuinbe r
open (unit=2, file='output.txt', status='replace')
do j=l,filenumber
open (unit=3, file='bin.txt', status='replace')
write(3,99) j
99 format (12)
close(3)
open (unit=3, file='bin.txt', status='old')
if (j<=9) then
read(3,*) filestarti
else
read(3 *) filestart2
endif
close (3)
fileend=' .csv'
if (jcz=9) then
filename=filestartl//fileend
else
filename=filestart2/ If ileend
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endif
print*, fjlenajne
OPEN (tJNIT=1, FILE=filename, STATUS='oid')
rewind (1)
nva is = 0
readloop: DO k=1,samplenumber
read(l,*) time, count, probel
if (status/=0)exit
mycount (nvals+1) =count
nvals=nvals+1
end do readloop
mysum=O
sumloop: do i=1,nvals
mysum=mycount (1) +mysum
end do sumloop
allwater=nvals*watervalue
alloii=nvais*oilvalue
oilpercent= ( (mysum-aliwater) / (alloil-aliwater) ) *100
write(2,*) filename, oilpercent
close (L)
end do
close (2)
END PROGRAM IMPREAD_CONTINIJOUS
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APPENDIX A2
Fortran 90 code for performing the cross-correlation on the two data sets from the dual
impedance probe.
PROGRAM XCORR
Character: : filestartl*1, filestart2*2, fileend*4,
fileendxcorr*9, fileread*6, filewrite*1l
integer:: nvals,i, j,k
integer, parameter: :maxl2 0000
integer: :status, oilvalue, counti, count2, r, m, sum,
multiply, answer, filenurnber, samplenuinber
real: :value,mysum0, oilpercent
real, dimension (max) : :mycountl
real, dimension (max) : :mycount2
real, dimension (max) : :timing
print*, 'Continuous cross-correlation'
Print*, 'Enter count for 100% oil'
read*, oilvalue
Print*, 'Enter value for m'
read*, m
Print*, 'Results biased (1) or unbiased(2)'
read*, bias
Print*, 'Enter number of files to be read'
read*, filenumber
Print*, 'Enter number of samples in each file'
read*, samplenuinber
do j=1,filenumber
open (unit=3, file='bin.txt', status='replace')
write(3,77) j
77 format (12)
close (3
open (unit=3, file=: 'bin.txt', status='old')
if (j<=9) then
read(3,*) filestarti
else
read(3,*) filestart2
endi f
close (3)
fileend=' .csv'
fileendxcorr= 'csv'
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if (j<=9) then
fileread=filestartl// fileend
fiiewrite=filestartl/ If iieendxcorr
else
fileread=filestart2 / If ileend
filewrite=f±lestart2 / / fileenclxcorr
endif
print*, fileread, filewrite
OPEN (tJNIT=l, FILE=fileread, STATUS='oid')
open (unit=2, file=filewrite)
rewind (1)
openif: IF(status==0) then
nva is = 0
readloop: DO k=1,samplenumber
read(1, *, IOSTAT=status) time, counti, count2
if (status/=0)exit
mycounti (nvals+i) =countl
mycount2 (nvals+1) =count2
nva is =nva ls + 1
end do readloop
else openif
write (*,1040) status
1040 format ('Error opening file: IOSTAT',16)
end if openif
DO r=0,m !do from r=0 to m
suin=0
DO i=1,nvals-r
multiply=mycountl (1) *mycount2 (i+r) !muitipiy each of
the values
surn=sum+multiply !suni all the multpliy values for one
r value
end do
if (bias==1) then
answer=sum/nvals
else if (bias==2)then
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answer=sum/ (nvals-r)
end if
write (2,99) r, answer
99 format (16 ',' 16)
end do
CLOSE (1)
close (2)
end do
END PROGRAM XCORR
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APPENDIX A3
Fortran 90 code for the transformation of raw data from the first probe of the dual
impedance probe into a square wave form. The code can easily be changed to perform
the transformation on the second probe.
Program SQUAREWAVE
Integer:: oilvalue, watervalue, t_hold, ivals=0, nvals=0,
amax, arnin, &
& oildrop, waterdrop, kvals=0, jvals=0
Character: :filestartl*1, filestart2*2, fileend*4,
filename*6, filesquare*1O, fileoil*11,&
&filewater*13, squarefile*12, oilfile*13, waterfile*15
Real: :time, timestep
!Integer, parameter:: max
Real, dimension (120000) : :mycountl
Real, dimension (120000): :timing
Real, dimension (120000) : :sqwave
real, dimension (120000)::oilbub
real, dimension (120000) : :waterbub
fileend=' .csv'
filesquare= ' square.csv'
fileoil= 'oildrop. csv'
filewater= 'waterdrop . csv'
Print*, 'Is the filename greater than 9? 1:yes, 0:no'
Read*, filelength
If (filelength==0) then
Print*, 'Enter filenumber'
Read*, filestarti
filename=filestartl/ / fileend
squarefile=filestartl/ / filesquare
waterfile=filestartl/ If ilewater
oilfile=filestartl//fileoil
else
Print*, 'Enter filenuinber'
Read*, filestart2
filename=filestart2l / fileend
squarefile=filestart2 / / filesquare
waterfile=filestart2 / / filewater
oilfile=filestart2/ If ileoil
end if
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Print*, 'Enter value for 100% oil'
Read*, oilvalue
Print*, 'Enter value for 100% water'
Read*, watervalue
Print*, 'Enter threshold value'
Read*, t_hoid
print*,filename, squarefile, waterfile, oilfile
Open (Tinit=1, FILE=filename, STATUS='OLD', ACTION='READ')
Open (Unit=2, File=squarefile, status='replace')
Open (Unit=3, File=waterfile, status='replace')
open (unit=4, File=oilfile, status='replace')
openif: IF(status==0)then
Do j=1,120000
read(1, IOSTAT=status) time, counti, count2
if (countl>90) then
countl=oi ivalue
end if
timing (nvais+1) =time
mycounti (nvais-i-1) =countl
nva is -nva is + 1
end do
else openif
write (*,1040) status
1040 format ('Error opening file: IOSTAT=',16)
end if openif
timestep=timing(2) -timing(1)
write(*, 99)timestep
99 format ('the time steps are', Fl0.5,'microseconds')
arnax=oilvalue; amin=watervalue
Do i=1,nvals-1
if (mycountl(i+l)>mycountl(i)) then
amax=mycountl (i+1)
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else if (mycountl(i+1)<mycountl(i)) then
amin=mycountl (i+1)
endi f
if (mycountl(i+1)>(amin+t_hold))then
D=oilvalue
write (2 1 * ) oilvalue
else if (mycountl(i+l)<(amax-t_hold))then
D=watervalue
write (2, * )watervalue
else
D=D
write(2, *)]J
endif
sqwave (ivals+1) =D
ivals= (ivals+1)
end do
oildrop=O
waterdrop= 0
do i=2, ivals
if (sqwave(i)==oilvalue .and. sqwave(i-1)==watervalue)
then
oildrop=oildrop+1
write (3, 66)waterdrop
66 format (16)
waterdrop=0
else if (sqwave(i)==watervalue .and.
sqwave(i-l)==oilvalue) then
waterdrop=waterdrop+1
write(4, 77)oildrop
77 format(16)
oildrop=0
else if (sqwave(i)==sqwave(i-l) .and.
sqwave (i) ==oilvalue) then
oi ldrop=oi ldrop+1
else if (sqwave(i)==sqwave(i-1) .and.
sqwave (i) ==watervalue) then
waterdrop=waterdrop+ 1
end if
end do
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close (1)
close (2)
close (3)
end program SQUAREWAVE
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APPENDIX A6
Fortran 90 code to carry out the modified to fluid model as described in Section 6. This
model includes interfacial curvature, entrainment, and the interfacial shear stress by
Taitel et a!. (1995). The model can also be modified to include the interfacial shear
stress terms by Neogi et al. (1994) and Roberts (1996).
program MOD_2 FLUID
implicit none
REAL H, QO, QW, QU, QL, AU, AL, tJU, UL, XO, XW, RHOU, &
&RHOL, VISCU, VISCL, SU, SL, SI,XOINC, XOMAX, XOMIN,&
&XWMAX, XWMIN, XWINC, uMAX, EMIN, HINC, TU, TL, TI,&
&DPU, DPL, DP_DIFF, DP, ENTFLOW, ANSWER, THETA,&
&THETA1, THETA2, SOLUTION, HEIGHT, DP_TOT, OILENT,&
&WATENT, DP_OIL, DP_WAT, WATSTAY, OILSTAY, EU, EL,&
&UPFLOW, LOWFLOW, GAMMATERM, UPSTRESS, LOWSTRESS, &
&INTSTRESS, VELU, yELL, DENU, DENL, AREAU, GAMMA,&
&AREAL, PERU, PERI, PERL, VL, VU, FtJ, FL, SPDV, Y, N,&
&percent, SUP, SINT, SLOW, FRICU, FRICL, Fl, FRICI,&
&AUS, AUL, ALS, ASU, CURVETERN, X, EXPFRIC
INTEGER ierror
PRINT*, 'Two Fluid Model with or without curved interface,
and with or without own'
PRINT*, 'experimental friction factor'
PRINT*, 'Use entrainment to calculate the flowrates? 1=Y,
0 =N'
READ*, ENTFLOW
PRINT*, 'Use single phase density and viscosity? 1-Y, 0=N'
READ*, SPDV
PRINT*, 'Use curved interface? 0=No, 1= r=0.038, 2=
r=0 .019'
READ*, CURVETERN
PRINT*, 'Use experimental wall friction factors? 0=No,
1=Yes'
READ*, EXPFRIC
OPEN(l, FILE='data.txt', STATUS='REPLACE')
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DO
OPEN(2, FILE='dropl5.txt', STATUS='OLD', ACTION='READ')
READ (2
READ (2, *)
READ (2, *)
READ (2, *)
READ (2, *)
READ (2, *)
READ (2, *)
READ (2, *)
READ (2, *)
READ (2, *)
percent
QO
QW
EU
EL
HMIN
HNAX
HINC
FU
FL
IF (ENTFLOW==1) THEN
XO=- (QO*EU_QO*EL*EU_QW*EL*EU) / (QQ* (EL-EU))
QU= (QO*XO) /EU
QL=(QO* (1-XO) ) /EL
XW=(QL- (QO* (1-XO)) ) /QW
ELSE IF (ENTFLOW==0) THEN
QU=QO
QLQW
END IF
IF (SPDV>0) THEN
RHOU= 828
RHOL=1000
VISCU=0 .006
VISCL=0 .001
ELSE
RHOU=(828*EU)+(1000*(1_EU))
RHOL=(828*EL)+(1000*(1_EL))
VISCU= ((1- (1-EU)) ** (-2.5)) *0.006
VISCL=((1_EL)**(_2.5))*0.001
END IF
SOLUTION=10000000
DO H=HNIN, HMAX, HINC
IF (CURVETERN== 0) THEN !FLAT INTERFACE!
IF (H<0.019) THEN
THETA=2*ACOS((0.019_H)/0.019)
AL=0 •5* (0. 019 **2) * (THETA-SIN(THETA))
AU=0 .001134-AL
UL=QL/AL
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UU=QU/AU
SL=0 .019 *THETA
SU=0 . 1194-SL
SI=2*0 . 019*SIN(THETA/2)
ELSE IF (H>0.019)THEN
THETA=2*ACOS((0.019_(0.038_H))/0.019)
AU=0.5*(0.0l9**2) * (THETA-SIN(THETA))
AL=0 .001134-AU
UL=QL /AL
tJU=QU/AU
SU-0 .019 *THETA
SL=O . 1194-SU
SI=2*0 .019 *SIN(THETA/2)
END IF
ELSE IF (CURVETERM==l) THEN !CURVED INTERFACE WHERE
R= 0. 038!
IF (H<0.0l39) THEN
X=((H**2)^(4*0.019*H))/ ((2*0.019)+(2*H))
!X is the height where the interface touches the pipe wall!
THETA1=2*ACOS((0.019_X) /0.019)
ALS=0.5* (0.019**2)*(THETA1_SIN(THETA1))
THETA2=2*ACOS((0.038_(X_H) ) /0.038)
AUS = 0 . 5* (0. 038* *2) * (THETA2 - SIN (THETA2))
AL=ALS-AUS !AL IS AREA OF WATER!
AU=0.001134-AL
UL=QL/AL
tJtJ=QU/AU
SL=0. 019 *THETA1
SU=0. 1194-SL
SI=0 .038 *THETA2
!If the interface is 'sad' at low oil fractions!
ELSE IF (H>0.027) THEN
X=((4*0.019*H)_(H**2))/((6*0.019)_(2*H))
THETA1=2*ACOS((0.019_(0.038_X)) /0.019)
AUS=0.5* (0.019**2) * (THETA1-SIN(THETA1))
THETA2=2*ACOS((0.038_(H_X))/0.038)
ALS=0.5* (0.038**2) * (THETA2-SIN(THETA2))
AU=AUS -ALS
AL=0.001134-AU
UL=QL/AL
UU=QU/ AU
SU=0 .019 *THETA1
SI=0. 038 *THETA2
SL=0 . 1194-SU
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!If X is geater than r, but less than the point where the
interface changes shape!
ELSE
X=((H**2)+(4*0.019*H))/((2*0.019)+(2*H))
THETA1=2*ACOS((0.019_(0.038_X))/0.019)
ALS=0.001134- (0.5* (0. 019**2) * (THETA1-SIN(THETA1)))
THETA2=2*ACOS( (0.038- (X-H) ) /0. 038)
AUS=0. 5 * (0. 038 * *2) * (THETA2 -SIN (THETA2))
AL=ALS-AUS
AU=0 .001134-AL
UL=QL/AL
UU=QU/ AU
SU=0. 019 *THETA1
SL=0 . 1194-SU
SI=0 . 038*THETA2
END IF
ELSE IF (CURVETERN==2) THEN !CURVED INTERFACE WHERE
R=0 .019!
IF (H>0.027) THEN
X=H/2
THETA=2*ACOS ((0.019- (H-X) ) /0.019)
AUS=0.001134- (0.5* (0. 019**2) * (THETA-SIN(THETA)))
ALS=0.5* (0.019**2) *(THETASIN(THETA))
AU=AUS-ALS
AL=0 .001134-AU
UL=QL/AL
UU=QU/AU
SU=0 .019 *THETA
SI = SU
SL=0 . 119 4-SU
!When the interface is happy at high oil fractions!
ELSE
X=((2*0.019*H)+(H**2))/(2*H)
THETA=2*ACOS((0.019_(0.038_X))/0.019)
ALS=0.001134_(0.5*(0.019**2)*(THETA_SIN(THETA)))
AUS=0.5* (0. 019**2) * (THETA-SIN(THETA))
AL=ALS -AUS
AU=0 .001134-AL
UL=QL/AL
UIJ=QU/AU
SU=0 . 019 *THETA
SL=0 . 1194-SU
sI=sU
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END IF
END IF
IF (UU/UL>1.05) THEN
IF (EXPFRIC==0) THEN
FU=0.046*( ( (((4*J) / (SU+SI)) *UTJ*RHjJ) /VISCU) ** (-0.2))
FL=0.046*(((((4*AL)/SL)*UL*RHOL)/VISCL)**(_0.2))
TU=FU* ((RHOU*(UU**2))12)
TL=FL* ((RHOL* (UL**2) ) /2)
ELSE IF (EXPFRIC == 1) THEN
TTJ=FU* ((RETOU*(UU**2) ) /2)
TL=FL* ( (RHOL (UL**2) ) /2)
END IF
IF (FU>0.014) THEN
TI=FU* ( (FJjQTJ*((tJTJ_UL) **2) ) /2)
ELSE
TI=0.014*((RHOU*((UU_UL)**2))/2)
END IF
DPU=(_TU* (SU/AU) )- (TI* (SI/AU))
DPL=(_TL* (SL/AL) )+(TI* (5I/pJ))
ELSE IF (UU/UL<0.98) THEN
IF (EXPFRIC==0) THEN
FU=0.046*( ((((4*AU)/SU) *UIJ*RHOU) /VISCU)**(_0.2))
FL=0.046*(((((4*AL)/(SL+SI))*UL*RHOL)/VISCL)**(_0.2))
TU=FU* ( (RHOU (UjJ**2) ) /2)
TL=FL* ( (RHOL (UL**2) ) /2)
ELSE IF (EXPFRIC==1) THEN
TU=FU* ( (RHOU (UTJ**2) ) /2)
TL=FL* ( (RHOL (UL**2) ) /2)
END IF
IF (FL>0.014) THEN
TI=FL* ( (RHOL* ( (IJL-UU) **2) ) /2)
ELSE
TI=0.014* ( (RHOL* ( (tJL TJrJ) **2) ) /2)
END IF
DPU= (_TU* (SU AU) ) + (TI* (SI/AU))
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DPL=(_TL* (SLIAL) ) - (TI* (SI/AL))
ELSE
IF (EXPFRIC ==0) THEN
FU=0.046* ( ( (( (4*AU) /SU) *tJIJ*PJIOU) /VISCU)** (-0.2))
FL=0.046*( ( (( (4*) /SL) *UL*pHoL) /VISCL) ** (-0.2))
TU=FU* ( (RHOU (TJTJ**2) ) /2)
TL=FL* ( (pJj * (UL**2) ) /2)
ELSE IF (EXPFRIC==1) THEN
TU=FU* ( (RHOU* (tJrJ**2) ) /2)
TL=FL* ( (RHOL* (UL**2) ) /2)
END IF
DPU=_TU* (SU/AU)
DPL=_TL* (SL/AL)
END IF
DP_DIFF=DPL-DPU
IF (DP_DIFF<1) THEN
DP_DIFF=DP_DIFF* (-1)
END IF
IF (DP_DIFF<SOLUTION) THEN
SOLUTION = DP_DIFF
HEIGHT = H
DP_TOT=DPU+DPL
DP=DP_TOT / 2
DP_WAT=DPL
DP_OIL=DPU
UPFLOW=QU
LOWFLOW=QL
OILSTAY=XO
WATSTAY=XW
UPSTRESS=TU; LOWSTRESS=TL; INTSTRESS=TI
VELUUU; VELLUL; DENU=RHOU; DENL=RHOL
AREAU=AU; AREAL=AL; PERU=SU; PERI=SI; PERL=SL
VU=VISCU; VLVISCL; SL=SLOW; SUSUP; SI=SINT;
FRICUFU; FRICL=FL; FRICI=FI
END IF
END DO
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WRITE(1,'(13F12.6)') percent, HEIGHT, DP, QU, QL, AREAU,
AREAL
END DO
CLOSE (1)
CLOSE (2)
end program MOD_2FLUID
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c)
